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1 Executive Summary
This report was written at a time when most organisation that promote literature and support literary
translation across Europe are experiencing cuts to their already inadequate budgets, something that presents
an immediate threat to literary translation which largely depends on public and private subsidy. Yet the need
for translation between languages and cultures, and in particular a greater understanding of relations in the
conflicted Middle East, has never been greater. It is clear that we need to develop new and innovative ways
to argue the case for the key role of culture, including literary translation, in contributing to intercultural
understanding, social cohesion and peaceful coexistence in the wider Euro-Mediterranean region.

1.1 Framework
The report is the result of a study of literary translation into English in the United Kingdom and Ireland from
the three major official languages of the South-East Mediterranean region — Arabic, Hebrew and Turkish. It
was conducted as part of the Euro-Mediterranean Translation Programme, a cooperation between the Anna
Lindh Euro-Mediterranean Foundation for the Dialogue between Cultures, Literature Across Frontiers and
Transeuropéennes, and specifically as part of the mapping of translation in the region coordinated by
Transeuropéennes throughout 2010 and 2011.
Although Israel is a bilingual state with two official languages, Hebrew and Arabic, this report deals
exclusively with Hebrew literature. Translation into English is seen as being of key importance as it brings
Hebrew literature not only to readers in the British Isles but often serves as the gateway for translation into
other languages.

1.2 Method and scope
The study covers the period from 1990 to 2010 and examines the entire context in which literary translation
takes place. It is therefore based not only on an assessment of published titles, but on a survey of the whole
literary scene, including the publishing sector, live literary events at festivals and venues, media reception of
translated literature, training opportunities and support structures relevant to literary translators, as well as
the policies of key arts bodies, and financial support provided by public and private sources. Much of the
gathered information comes from relevant websites and published material (including book reviews and
critical articles), as well as from interviews with individual publishers, authors and translators, arts and
culture bodies, book and literature organisations, and literary venues and festivals.
The Euro-Mediterranean scope of the mapping project means that the study had to be limited to the British
Isles; however, the interconnected nature of the British and the US book market is noted, and the
bibliography on which the study draws and which is based on the British National Bibliography database
includes all publications available in the British Isles, some of which may be US co-editions. It would be very
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useful to extend the study in the future to cover the US and the whole of North America, and possibly all
English-language territories, to obtain a more complete picture of translation from Hebrew into English.
The study focuses on translation into English, and does not take into consideration autochthonous minority
languages spoken in the British Isles — Irish and Scottish Gaelic, Scots and Welsh. Although there are no
central translation data resources to consult, the research suggests that there has been no published
translation from Hebrew in these languages.

1.3 Findings
1.3.1

Literary translation in the British Isles – the wider context

Despite the fact that the British and Irish publishing industry is one of the most productive in Europe, with an
average annual output of around 120,000—130,000 books, the British Isles rank lowest in Europe when it
comes to publishing translations. The recent report on barriers to literary translation in the English-speaking
world estimates that 1.5—2% of all books published in the UK are translations, or around 2,500 per year, and
that far fewer are literary translations. 1 This is in sharp contrast to the numbers of translations published in
European countries, where in smaller countries such as the Czech Republic, Finland, Estonia and Slovenia,
translations represent 20—30% of all published new titles over the period between 1990—2005, while France
and Germany had a translation output of 10—15% over the same period.2
The reasons for the low level of interest in translated literature on the part of English-language publishers
and the reading public at large have been the subject of much speculation and discussion. Several factors are
understood to contribute to the perceived cultural insularity and attitude of indifference towards translated
literature in the United Kingdom and Ireland. Among the key reasons cited are the international hegemony of
the English language combined with the low value placed on learning foreign languages, and the fact that, as
a former Empire, Britain in particular has a tradition of exporting rather than importing cultural products;
this is especially true when it comes to books and literature, an area in which it is very self-sufficient.
Publishing translations in the United Kingdom and Ireland is therefore a specialist activity that caters to a
niche readership. For the most part it is undertaken by small publishers who are largely dependent on public
subsidies, both from UK funding sources and from source-language institutions and grants programmes, and
who are concentrated in England and particularly in London. But whereas this has been true for Hebrew
translation, this study shows that in the last twenty years the larger commercial publishing houses have
begun to dominate statistically, with a concentration on a few high profile authors.
It is only recently that the profile of literary translation has been raised, and local literary events have
become more international in the true sense of the word. There are also several recent initiatives which have
1

Research into Barriers to Translation and Best Practices, conducted by Dalkey Archive Press for the Global Translation
Initiative, March 2011, available in pdf at www.dalkeyarchive.com
2
Publishing translations in Europe, Trends 1990-2005, Literature Across Frontiers, 2010. Available in pdf at
www.lafpublications.org and www.lit-across-frontiers.org
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given the literary scene an international dimension, such as the foundation of the Free Word Centre, the first
“literature hub” in London with a strong focus on international connections and freedom of expression, and
the Literary Translation Centre, established at the London Book Fair in 2010. The international content of
events and festivals has also grown. Despite these positive developments, mostly due to the encouragement
and support of public bodies and private foundations, translation remains a niche activity both in terms of
publishing, distribution, media coverage and readership.
1.3.2

Need for reliable data on published translations

Embarking on the study, the authors were faced with a major problem: the lack of an existing bibliography of
translated works. While data on published books in general are available through the British National
Bibliography and Nielsen BookData (from the latter at a cost), there is no systematic collection of data or
statistical analysis of translations published and distributed in the UK and Ireland. The Index Translationum,
the global UNESCO database of translations, only started receiving and processing data from the British
National Bibliography very recently, and it still presents an uneven and unreliable picture of translations into
English.
It was necessary therefore to compile a bibliography before it was possible to assess trends in the publishing
of literary translations from Hebrew. In addition, it has not been possible to conclusively compare publication
figures with data from other countries on the one hand, and with translations from other languages into
English on the other. The need for a reliable mechanism to collect and analyse data on translated books is
therefore one of the most urgent issues to have emerged from this and other studies and surveys, including
those conducted by Literature Across Frontiers.3
1.3.3

Need for comprehensive resource on translation matters in the United Kingdom and Ireland

Currently, there are several organisations dealing with translation that provide information on their websites
and by other means, but none of them gives a comprehensive coverage on this field of activity in the United
Kingdom and Ireland which would be comparable to, for example, the ‘Three percent’ website in the United
States.4 There is a need for a comprehensive resource on translation matters in the United Kingdom and
Ireland that would connect existing information sources and channel relevant information and news from
abroad.

1.4 Translation of Hebrew literature in the British Isles: key findings
1.4.1

Literature translated from Hebrew — history and recent developments

Hebrew literature in English translation has a long history related to Biblical scholarship, but with the
development of modern Hebrew a very different kind of translation emerges, particularly after the midtwentieth century. In its early years, standards of translation were not particularly high, but in the last few
3

See Publishing Translations in Europe, Trends 1990-2005, Literature Across Frontiers, 2010. Available in pdf at
www.lafpublications.org and Research into Barriers to Translation and Best Practices, conducted by Dalkey Archive Press
for the Global Translation Initiative, March 2011, available in pdf at www.dalkeyarchive.com.
4
http://www.rochester.edu/College/translation/threepercent
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decades there has been a great change in the volume, genre and quality of work in translation. English
translation of Hebrew literature serves as the gateway for world translation of Hebrew literature:
In its early years, translations were primarily published in an occasional way by small independent and
academic presses, but increasingly, high profile Israeli authors are published by large commercial publishers,
and small-press publication has been falling away since the early 1980s. With commercial returns being more
pressing concern for larger publishers, this has resulted in a focus on high-profile authors, three of whom
have multiple titles in print in the UK. However, one small independent with a particular Jewish focus
continues to publish a diversity of authors.
In the UK there are niche markets for Hebrew literature in translation, which represent both an asset and a
limitation. The work is of particular interest to those members of the population who are Jewish and feel a
connection with Israel, but this is certainly not true of the whole of the Jewish community of the UK/Ireland,
which is anyway extremely small. There is also a particular interest in Israel and the situation between the
Israelis and Palestinians. This latter concern, and an intensely critical atmosphere surrounding Israel’s
domestic and foreign policy during the twenty-year period under examination, has a strong influence on the
kind of literature in translation that is noted and celebrated in the UK. A tendency to view Israel primarily
through the filter of the Israeli-Palestinian relationship can distort the view of a literature that is very much
wider in reach, expression and subject matter. In festivals, for example, an inclination to pair Israeli and
Palestinian authors, or to focus discussion on the Israeli-Palestinian relationship, can act as a constraint for
authors who do not wish to be made into political or national spokesmen. However, Israel has a highly
literate and highly educated population, and most writers are comfortable with English, and they ‘travel’
well.
Over the last ten years, the majority of the work newly available in translation in English generally, and
available specifically in the UK and Ireland, is in the form of fiction. Writing by women in translation has
always lagged behind that by men, and though in the last twenty years the volume has increased, the
proportion has not greatly changed.
Hebrew literature in translation faces some of the cultural barriers that all work in translation in the
UK/Ireland struggles with, namely an unease about accessibility and an over-consciousness of ‘foreignness’
by a reading population that is largely, though not regionally, monolingual. In addition, because of the
strength of the US market with its substantial Jewish population, the use of American English by translators
and publishers in co-editions, or US editions distributed in the UK, can add to the alienation of readers.
1.4.2

Publishing

Arriving at a definitive bibliography for Hebrew books in translation in the UK is problematic. As noted in
1.3.2, there is no systematic collection of data or statistical analysis of translations published and distributed
in the UK and Ireland. Data on published books are available through the online British National Bibliography
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database but it is not comprehensive and cataloguing is inconsistent. The bibliography published online by
the Institute for the Translation of Hebrew Literature is out of date and incomplete, and many of the titles
do not appear in the British National Bibliography and are not available in the UK. The bibliography for this
report, supplied in Appendix 1, is based on these two sources, but it is not exhaustive.
Some patterns do emerge clearly from this incomplete bibliography, however. More than fifty publishers have
published works in translation in English in the last twenty years. Many of these are not based in the UK, but
have UK distribution arrangements, and the majority have produced only one or two or very few titles. Eight
publish more substantial numbers of titles, several of them imprints of the single trade conglomerate,
Random House. Whereas some small presses published several works in translation during the first decade
covered by the study, most have ceased to do so in the last ten years, In the last ten years, seven publishers
produced more than seventy-five titles (some of them multiple editions), while another twenty publishers
produced some forty – that is one or two titles each. Given the usual pattern for work in translation in the
UK, the absence of small press publishers is striking. Halban Publishers is the exception in this regard.
From 2010, Dalkey Archive Press in the US will be a leading publisher of titles in translation, with plans to
produce two to three titles per year in close association with the Institute for Translation of Hebrew
Literature. Whether and how these titles are to be distributed in the UK is not yet clear, nor the possible
impact on existing publishing patterns in the British Isles.5
Only one journal, The Jewish Quarterly, regularly publishes Hebrew literature in translation.
1.4.3

Dissemination and access: book trade, festivals and media

In bookshops, work in translation is often sequestered rather than being shelved by genre, and it rarely
appears in front-of-store promotions. But work in translation from Hebrew is often further hidden by being
shelved under ‘Jewish interest’ or in an Israel/Palestine or Middle East section. This reinforces the niche
readership. On the other hand, specialist bookshops, including Jewish interest bookshops, are not strongly
geared towards fiction or poetry.
In festivals, Hebrew literature in translation has been enjoying a high profile in recent years, and a
burgeoning of Israeli writers at festivals and events in the last few years in particular, including both major
and minor festivals. The strongest showing, inevitably, is at Jewish Book Week, an annual literary festival
that deals centrally with Israeli writers and writing, but Israeli authors have also featured prominently at the
Edinburgh Festival and at the Hay Festival, among others.
In terms of media coverage and critical reception, Hebrew literature in translation is in a strong position,
with review coverage in all the broadsheet papers and critical publications regularly including reviews,

5

http://www.dalkeyarchive.com/info/?fa=text126
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particularly of fiction. Here again, high-profile names predominate, as do the publications of the larger
presses, suggesting the effectiveness of publicists in securing coverage.
Over the last ten years, the three main review publications, the Times Literary Supplement, the London
Review of Books and the Guardian Review have focused mostly on male writers, and in recent years on
fiction, to the detriment of poetry.
1.4.4

Public and private support

Support in the UK
Financial support for Hebrew literature in translation in the UK and Ireland relies on a mixture of public
funding and private sponsorship for publishing and for events and festivals.
The Arts Councils of the four countries forming the United Kingdom have all developed an international arts
policy. Arts Council England and Creative Scotland support the publication of some titles in translation; in
Wales this is the remit of the Welsh Books Council, but in the latter case, no works in translation from
Hebrew have been published in the last twenty years. In Ireland, with the exception of translations between
Irish and English, the publishing of translations is extremely rare and is limited to less than a handful of
(mostly poetry) publishers. The work of Israeli poet Amir Or is the only Hebrew writing in translation that has
been published in Ireland in the period of this report.
The English PEN Writers in Translation programme supports and promotes literature in translation, and each
year awards grants to UK publishers to help promote and market selected titles. PEN has provided some
funding for featured Israeli authors, for travel and events support.
The British Council is responsible for the UK’s international cultural relations, and in the case of Israel is
involved in the bi-lateral BI-ARTS programme, a joint arts exchange endeavour with the Israel Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Funding details from Bi-Arts were not available for the purposes of this report but the
programme has supported literary and translation projects
Support can also be offered for festivals that feature Israeli authors: Creative Scotland supports the
Edinburgh Festival which has included Israeli authors, and Arts Council England supports Jewish Book Week,
in the form of varying amounts of funding for its author events. The festival also receives sponsorship by the
Jewish Chronicle, as well and funding from private individuals and charitable foundations and trusts, and the
Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Hay Festival, which has included several Israeli authors in its
programme over the years, is supported by Arts Council Wales, but in 2010 there were no Israeli authors of
fiction or poetry.
There is considerable interest in translation and in literary exchange in Wales, with support for author events
and exchange by organisations such as Wales Literature Exchange, the writers’ centre Tŷ Newydd in
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Gwynedd, and the new Translators’ House, which brings translators to workshops in Wales. Israeli poet Amir
Or has participated in readings and events at Tŷ Newydd, and Literature Across Frontiers, the European
Platform for Literary Exchange, Translation and Policy Debate based in Wales, has organised translation
activities in Israel involving UK-based and Israeli poets.
The British Centre for Literary Translation is supported by Arts Council England, and holds workshops led by
translators focused on a particular author. None of these has featured Hebrew translation, but there have
been occasional genre-led translator or author events. In a new development, the BCLT hosted the 2011
award of the Porjes Prize for translation from Hebrew.
Support in Israel
The Institute for Translation of Hebrew Literature is the Israel-based agency for funding literary translation
into Hebrew. ITHL commissions a small number of translations of books annually, depending on budget, and
on priority language, which is decided each year by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, as the funder of its
subvention programme. English is considered a priority, because it serves as the gateway to onward
translation into other languages.
In the last approximately fifty years, a total of 132 ITHL-commissioned or supported titles have been
published in the UK.
1.4.5

Translators and translations

Conditions
Based on the data in the British National Bibliography, it is possible to identify sixty-four translators of
literary works published or distributed in the UK between 1990 and 2010. Of these, very few appear to be
members of British, Israeli or American translator associations, and many are occasional rather than regular
translators.
The identity and status of translators in the UK and Ireland is largely eclipsed by focus on the author,
whether in reviews, festival appearances or book promotions. In reviews, translators are often not mentioned
by name, and in one case not identified by the publisher.
Literary translators interviewed for this report reported that although the situation of Hebrew literature in
translation is good, there are fewer opportunities now for poetry and short stories in particular compared to
twenty or so years ago. In Israel, few translators choose to work in literary translation because opportunities
are limited and pay in non-literary translation is, comparably, much higher.
Pay for literary translation from Hebrew appears comparable to that from other languages, and conforms
roughly to recommended rates by the Translators Association in the UK. However, there is some feeling that
because of budget constraints, the ITHL offers lower than standard rates for the translations it commissions.
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Translation quality is seen on the whole to be high, and to have greatly improved in the last few decades.
However there is little mechanism for assessing it, as the quality of translation against the original is almost
never assessed in reviews. Publishers chiefly rely on word of mouth and networking to make assessments of
translator quality before commissioning work. Some translators are much in demand, and the cost of
commissioning them is therefore rising.
There is some feeling that translators based in Israel lack a sensitivity to changing English usage, and the
entry on Hebrew in The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation suggests that while the ITHL ‘has
done a great deal for the propagation of Israeli Hebrew literature in translation ... generally speaking the
quality of translations produced under its auspices is not really comparable to that of those on the free
market’.6 American English for a readership in the British Isles also continues to be a matter of concern.
There is little in the way of translation training provision in the UK and Ireland. Although there are modern
Hebrew language course offerings at five of the leading UK universities at both undergraduate and
postgraduate level, there is no translation-specific provision, and appears to be little if any relationship with
Translation Studies departments even where these are available within the same universities.
Prizes
Several prizes, both for international translation and for Jewish or Hebrew-specific work, all add to an
increased professionalism and a raising of standards. Translations from Hebrew have been shortlisted and
longlisted for The Independent Foreign Fiction Prize and the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award and
nominated for The Man Booker International Prize; several translations have also been shortlisted and have
won The Jewish Quarterly-Wingate Literary Prize. TLS-Risa Domb/Porjes Prize for Hebrew-English
Translation, awarded every three years, has also helped raised the profile of translations from Hebrew
literature, and of their translators.

1.5 Conclusions
1.5.1
1.5.2

Key issues and obstacles
UK v. US pull of market

Sheer numbers dictate the irresistible market pull of the US for translation into English, and for the
availability of translators, and UK publishers sometimes have to go to great lengths to un-Americanize
translations. Works that are published in the US and distributed in the UK and Ireland without specifically UK
editions may well create a degree of resistance among readers. The dominance in numbers by Toby Press,
and, in the future, by Dalkey Archive Press, are a matter of concern in this regard.

6

The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation, p. 395.
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1.5.3

Niche concerns

On the whole, Hebrew literature in translation is not overly constrained by perceptions of it occupying a
niche Jewish interest, but this particular market is also not served well by the Jewish periodicals. Jewish
Book Week is an exception, providing a bridge between Jewish material, including Hebrew literature in
translation, and a broad public, both Jewish and non-Jewish.
Hebrew literature in translation probably suffers more from expectations about Israel in terms of the IsraeliPalestinian conflict relationship. Consequently, writers whose work does not fit easily within that framework
suffer a degree of marginalization and neglect, both in events and in reviewing. Where authors also engage in
political discussion, there is more extensive coverage. Festivals include Israeli authors regularly, but again
have a tendency to focus on the dominant names, and to focus events on the conflict. These are trends that
are difficult to challenge, as they both arise from and feed into perceptions and expectations about the
culture.
1.5.4

Cultural boycott

Although calls for a cultural boycott of Israel have not significantly impeded the work of authors, translators
or publishers where Hebrew literature in translation is concerned, such efforts have led to some hostile
confrontations, and continue to be a matter of concern and a potential constraint.
1.5.5

Translation challenges

In general, translation from Hebrew has improved greatly in the last twenty years, but there is certainly
room for greater support for translators in the UK and Ireland, particularly at the university level. The signs
are poor for foreign language uptake at the secondary school level, and foreign language departments at
universities are suffering cuts. Overall, the number of graduates in Hebrew is very small in the UK/Ireland,
and this suggests the probability of American translators predominating in the field of translation into
English.
There is a great distance to go in translators being recognised for their work. The reviewing culture,
particularly in the broadsheet media, and festival and events organisers do not at present accord appropriate
recognition to and foster interest in translators’ work.
1.5.6
Publishing challenges
Changes in the publishing scene have had a significant impact on genre. Between 2000 and 2010 the number
of fiction titles in translation has ballooned, but the range of translation has narrowed, both in the number of
authors and the genres being translated. Although there is a great deal of excellent poetry that remains
untranslated, the translation field is heavily dominated by fiction. It is also heavily dominated by male
writers.
Larger presses now take up a very few Israeli novelists and publish them in quite prodigious quantities, and
these authors have an element of celebrity status. Smaller presses are consequently less able to compete.
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Women’s work in translation has tended to be more heavily poetry and has tended to be published by smaller
presses or in occasional co-editions, and this work has therefore been effected by the dominance and focus
of the larger presses. Although the actual number of women authors in translation has increased, books by
men vastly outnumber translated books by women. The absence of women fiction writers is very marked, and
this is reflected also in festival events, such as Jewish Book Week. The reasons for this disparity need
urgently to be examined and addressed. There are also notable absences in children’s literature and drama,
observed in the Oxford Guide in 2000, and still true ten years later.
While a breadth of form is not as well represented as it should be, the breadth of cultural background is
beginning to change. Writing by authors of European background is now better balanced with work by Jewish
writers with a background in the Arab and Muslim world. Arab writers who choose to write in Hebrew have
been represented in translation, but this is occasional rather than regular.
The dominance and market pull of US publishers continues to be a major challenge for UK presses, particular
smaller independent publishers. As indicated in the report, it is difficult to acquire a clear picture of UK and
US publishing of Hebrew work in translation, because of international distribution and multi-national trade
presses. It may well be that presses in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, as well as small presses in
England and the Republic of Ireland, could provide a greater counter-balance and complement to the
concentration of the few Israeli authors in large English and multi-national publishers; indeed, if a more
representative range of Israeli work in translation is to be made available and known, this might be one way
forward.

1.6
1.6.1

Recommendations
Filling gaps in resources

Bibliography
In the absence of a reliable, exhaustive, and easily-accessible bibliography of works in translation by country,
it is not possible to get a full picture of the history of translation, nor discern trends in translation publishing.
A collaborative effort between publishers, the British Library and the ITHL could yield a reliable resource for
researchers
Translator database
In the same regard, an up-to-date, fully-detailed contact database of currently active translators (identified
by country of origin, so as to assess UK/US questions of translation) needs to be compiled.
1.6.2

Acquiring in-depth information

Publishers’ market expertise
Access to publishers’ publicists and marketing departments would be an invaluable resource for basic
information on media coverage of translated work including radio, television and online material, which has
not been possible to gather within the time-frame of this report. The extensive knowledge that publicists in
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particular would have would deepen our understanding of responses to and perceptions of work in
translation.
The book trade
It is essential to get a better picture of the trade end of publishing in order to ascertain attitudes – and
barriers – to the uptake of work in translation by the public. Sales reps, bookshop buyers, distributors and
publicists all need to be canvassed for information and opinion.
Libraries
Libraries are a key component in the delivery and accessibility of work in translation. Both borrowing
statistics and acquisition policy and trends would reveal useful information and patterns of interest on the
part of the public. In addition, library borrowing statistics might yield powerful arguments about the interest
in translation in support of grant applications, which, for example, would not be evident in sales.
ITHL and publishers
Further research is needed on the relationship between publishers and the ITHL, the impact of ITHL’s efforts
to publicize the literature, and the question of particular relationships, if any, with Toby Press and with
Dalkey Archive Press. In addition, the question of the relationship between remuneration and quality of
translation needs to be further investigated, as does the situation of authors not represented by ITHL, and
non-Hebrew language literature in Israel.

1.6.3

Policy recommendations

Ensuring diversity
More resources need to be made available to smaller presses publishing work in translation, in order to
ensure that diversity across culture, gender, subject matter, language and genre is achieved.
Outreach to independent presses
Outreach to smaller independent presses is needed in order to achieve the diversity identified above – an
outcome that is likely to be best served by promoting Israel’s literatures in translation to smaller publishers
alongside larger ones. Funding needs to be made available to those smaller publishers, whether in the form
of commissioned translations of quality, or in the form of publicity and marketing support, so that they can
effectively compete in a crowded market largely hostile to translation.
Centralised resources
A simple but high-quality, current, online resource with links to such organizations as the ITHL, the Society of
Authors/Translators Association, as well as Booktrust and Jewish Book Week and a libraries agency would
greatly benefit the overall profile of Hebrew literature in translation. It would also assist in the reliable
cataloguing and recording of work in the British National Bibliography, and would be a resource for the
public, the trade, and the press.
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Educating reviews editors
A concerted effort, perhaps under the aegis of the Translators Association or the Society of Authors, is
needed to change the reviewing culture, which is notoriously poor at ensuring proper recognition of
translation quality and even translator names.
Translation resources
ITHL, the primary means of promoting Hebrew literature in translation to the world, is facing cuts to its
already inadequate budget. As the ITHL itself argues, translation into English is a priority, as it provides for
onward translation into other languages.
New and innovative approaches need to be developed to argue the case for financial support for literary
translation – arguments about reduction of conflict, cross-cultural dialogue and international relations, for
example, with a view to accessing sources of money that are not traditionally available for the arts, for
literature, for translation or for publishing, such as charitable foundations, private individuals and innovative
sponsorships.

2 Introduction
This report examines the situation of Hebrew literature in translation in the UK and Ireland in the present
and over the last twenty years, and touches on patterns of translation, publication, dissemination and
reception. It also describes key trends, highlights matters of concern, and identifies areas where additional
research is called for. Finally, it makes recommendations for further action. For the purposes of this report,
unless otherwise specified, the frame of reference and the language term ‘English’ refers to the UK and
Ireland and not the US or the anglophone world.

2.1 Historical overview
Hebrew literature in English translation has a long history related to Biblical translation and scholarship, but
with the development of modern Hebrew in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, a very different
kind of translation emerges. The period of the national renaissance and the cultural revival was dominated
by poets such as Bialik, although both short and long fiction also began to emerge as literary forms that had
to struggle with modernity in a Hebrew rapidly being transformed into a viable spoken language of the
everyday.7 Initially, translation into English was associated with the efforts of the Zionist movement, as
Nicholas de Lange observes in The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation. This was apparent ‘in
the type of literature translated, the often amateur character of translations and the limited forms of
distribution’.8 One outlet was the polemical Zionist Review, for example. Literature began to find serious
and effective, though occasional, translation post-war. In its early years, standards of translation were not
7

See T. Carmi, ed. The Penguin Book of Hebrew Verse (London: Penguin, 1981), and Glenda Abramson, ed. The Blackwell Companion to
Jewish Culture (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989).
8
Peter France, ed. The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), p. 395.
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particularly high, and interest (and distribution) suffered from either academic or Jewish niche focus. S.Y.
Agnon, winning the Nobel Prize in 1966, contributed to a change in attitudes, as did the efforts of the
Institute for the Translation of Hebrew Literature, which was set up in 1966. In the last forty or fifty years,
there has been a great change in the volume, genre and standard of work in translation, with Hebrew
literature really taking off in the UK from the late 1980s, and moving from occasional small press and
academic press publication to more mainstream publishers, and, more recently, to trade presses.
Israel has a lively, rich and diverse literature across all genres, of very wide-ranging subject matter and in
several languages, including Hebrew, Yiddish and Arabic. Although Israel is a bilingual state with two official
languages, Hebrew and Arabic, since the establishment of statehood, the Hebrew language and its literature
have been dominant. (This report deals exclusively with Hebrew literature.) If poetry enjoyed a prominent
position in the pre-state period (the outcome, in part, of a very ancient poetic tradition), and in the first
decades of translation into English, fiction has since emerged as a vibrant area of authorial activity; over the
last ten years, a very great deal of the work newly available in translation in English generally, and available
specifically in the UK and Ireland, is in the form of fiction rather than poetry.
From the 1980s onwards, poetry and fiction began to be published in more substantial and professional ways,
but it was still small presses, such as Peter Halban (now Halban Publishers), Menard Press and Quartet who
focused on the work, with other occasional titles appearing scattered across larger publishers and university
presses (the latter almost exclusively in the US). Writing by women in translation has always lagged behind
that by men, and though in the last twenty years the volume has increased, the proportion has not greatly
changed. Hebrew work by women in translation in the UK still constitutes less than half of that by men. The
Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation, published in 2000, points to the emergence of women
writers in the 1990s but names only one in its bibliography. It also identifies children’s literature and drama
as areas of neglect for translation; ten years on, this has not much changed.
Two major changes have taken place in the publishing world since Halban Publishers began publishing their
Hebrew translations twenty-two years ago. Firstly, there has been the ever-greater concentration of
publishing by larger conglomerates, which have combined smaller independent presses under single trade
structures (such as Random House, for example, with imprints Vintage, Jonathan Cape, Harvill Secker and
Chatto & Windus). Since the early 1990s, this has resulted in a great deal of the most well-known work being
published by a very few larger presses, such as these imprints of Random House. This concentration of trade
publishers has also led in part to the disappearance of small presses, as well as to small presses ceasing to
publish Hebrew literature in translation.
The second major change has been the remarkable improvement in international distribution arrangements
and the globalization of the publishing sector, which has greatly expanded what is available in translation in
the UK/Ireland. There is a downside to this, however. In general, large publishers do not take commercial
risks on unknown authors, and focus instead on high-profile writers, while smaller publishers, who might be
more inclined to make choices based on quality rather than the highest possible commercial returns, cannot
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compete as effectively in the market. The result has been a narrowing proportion of non-celebrity authors
and an ever-increasing profile and multiple titles in translation of three major writers. Consequently,
although as Martine Halban, of Halban Publishers says, Hebrew literature is now ‘very much on the map’,
what is known in translation in the UK/Ireland does not necessarily reflect what is available. 9
2.1.1 Cultural barriers and assets
Hebrew literature in translation faces some of the cultural barriers that all work in translation in the
UK/Ireland struggles with, namely an unease about accessibility and an over-consciousness of ‘foreignness’
by a reading population that is largely, though not regionally, monolingual and without the experience of
close, daily, multiple language interactions. The exceptions are, of course, Wales and, to a lesser extent,
Ireland and Scotland, but even in bilingual Wales the majority of monolingual English speakers share a
broader UK unease about other languages. In addition, Peter Finch, former director of Academi (now
Literature Wales), suggests that although there is strong empathy for translation, particularly among Welshspeakers, the ‘economic energy’ goes into the Welsh-English situation.
In general, whether a legacy in part of British imperialism or a product of geographical separation from
continental Europe, this unease results in a marked lack of interest in literature in translation that has not
already been given a kind of international literary canon stamp of approval. ‘We assume we will export
rather than import,’ says Martine Halban. ‘We’re not attuned to foreignness, and not naturally open to
foreign books. Perhaps that is changing – the translation of Scandinavian thrillers is helping: it makes people
pick up books by foreigners.’
While Hebrew literature may face such barriers that exist more widely for work in translation, Israel has a
highly literate and highly educated population, and most writers are comfortable with English, are effective
English speakers and are well attuned to British and American literatures and literary culture, so they ‘travel’
well. ‘There’s an immensely rich literary and cultural scene in Israel,’ says Martine Halban. ‘Authors speak
English and are keen to travel and communicate at festivals and readings. They tend to be very critical of
government policy and so they are well received in the West.’
Hebrew literature in translation in English has two particular niche markets that serve both as asset and
limitation. The work is of particular interest to those members of the population who are Jewish and feel
some kind of connection with Israel, but this is certainly not true of the whole of the Jewish community of
the UK/Ireland, which is anyway extremely small. The Jewish population of the UK was some 267,000 in
2001, according to the census that year, less than 0.5 % percent of the population as a whole, but still the
largest in Europe after France.10 In addition, a growing strictly religious subset of the Jewish population,
which had brought the number up to 280,000 by 2008, is perhaps less likely to be reading a great deal of
secular modern literature.11 Thus any identification of Hebrew literature in translation as being primarily of
interest to the Jewish community would in effect severely marginalize and constrain it. Secondly, in the UK
9

Interview with Martine Halban, August 2010.
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/nugget.asp?id=954
11
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/7411877.stm
10
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more widely, there is a particular interest in Israel, both because of the memory of the British Mandate in
Palestine and because of the UK’s central role in the establishment of the state of Israel. Therefore there is
perhaps a proportionate interest in the situation between the Israelis and Palestinians, as well as the broader
Middle East as a whole. This interest generates a considerable market for certain kinds of Hebrew literature
in translation, namely work that deals centrally with the conflict, or authors who take particular kinds of
political positions on Israeli-Palestinian relations. While this has created a kind of celebrity status for three
such authors, each very different in terms of their style and literary approaches — David Grossman, Amos Oz
and, to a slightly lesser extent, A.B. Yehoshua — it is at the cost of a broader and more varied range of
literature available, which has been somewhat eclipsed.
In addition to the legacy of the British Mandate in Palestine, the revival of Hebrew was a matter of central
importance in Wales, where it became a model for the Welsh language revival in the mid-twentieth century
(to the degree that Welsh-language intensive courses were named wlpans, after the Hebrew equivalent, the
ulpan). But this did not lead to any particular or notable uptake of or interest in Hebrew literature in
translation (perhaps because, by the time it was available in any quantity in the 1980s, the sense of unease
with Israel as a national model precluded interest in its literature). 12
This unease became more widespread in the UK and Ireland after the 1967 war and strengthened after the
1982 invasion of Lebanon, resulting in the present day in an intensely critical atmosphere in response to
Israeli government policies. Consequently, it has a strong and direct influence on the kind of literature in
translation that is noted and celebrated in the UK, so that the work of overtly critical writers perhaps
eclipses others with less useable, politically acceptable or identifiable positions. However, even those writers
who are publicly critical of Israel can find themselves directly affected by hostility to Israeli policies: in
Ireland, such criticism has led to sometimes high-profile reactions to one such Israeli writer, A.B. Yehoshua,
as well as to poet Amir Or.13
This differs sharply from the US, where there is not only a very large Jewish population but where American
Jewish literature forms a central part of the literary canon, and where attitudes to Israel both within and
beyond the Jewish population, although varied, are in general considerably less overtly critical.
2.1.2 Understanding the status of Hebrew literature in translation
Given this background, there are dangers of seeing the work – and marketing it – through the filter of Jewish
interest. Although Jewish literary events and media (and readers) are important resources for Israeli writers,
they make up only a small part of the potential reach of Hebrew literature in translation. The Jewish Book
Week festival, profiled in this report, and publications such as the Jewish Quarterly and Jewish Chronicle,
are central to the dissemination of Hebrew literature in translation and, indeed, were the movement for a
cultural boycott to gain ground over literary events, the importance of such specifically Jewish provision
would increase. There is a delicate balance that needs to be achieved between this niche market and the
12

See Jasmine Donahaye, Whose People? Wales, Israel, Palestine (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2012).
The response to A. B. Yehoshua was reported by Martine Halban. Amir Or discussed his experiences in an interview
with the author in 2006.
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potential wider market. Even within Jewish Book Week, a festival that celebrates books that are not
necessarily only by Jewish authors, explaining ‘Jewishness’ is a challenge, according to its director Geraldine
D’Amico. ‘There is a difficulty in the perception of Jewishness: for lots of people it’s not obvious if it’s not
religious; it’s complicated because of the complexity of Jewish identity – but many people don’t understand
this. It’s not as virulent as it was a few years ago, when there was a very strong anti-religious feeling. Now
it’s more open. But it’s an ongoing job to communicate what is meant by Jewish. There’s a barrier that
needs to be overcome.’14
Equally, a tendency to view Israel primarily or exclusively through the filter of the Israeli-Palestinian
relationship can distort the view of a literature that is very much wider in reach, expression and subject
matter. In festivals, for example, an inclination to pair Israeli and Palestinian authors, or to focus discussion
on the Israeli-Palestinian relationship, can act as a constraint for authors who do not wish to be made into
political or national spokesmen. ‘Books that correspond to views or stereotypes about the other country are
what people expect,’ says Geraldine D’Amico. ‘Anything Arab/Israeli is the focus. Writers become
ambassadors and are asked to take political positions – but sometimes it’s a weight that they don’t want,
though it’s really emphasised.’
In addition, the relative status (and size) of the UK and US markets is a factor in the publication and uptake
of Hebrew literature in translation. For a literature already ‘difficult’ in the UK because of attitudes to
translation, an overtly American English can act as a very major additional disincentive to readers. The
degree of language difference is not something that US or Israel-based organizations are likely to be
particularly attuned to. For large UK-based publishers with international reach and extensive resources, it is
possible to produce both UK and US editions, but with smaller publishers, for whom translation is already a
risk and entails a very significant editorial cost, this would prove prohibitive. Nevertheless, the US market is
so very much larger than the UK market that the pull in that direction is inevitable. The relationship between
the UK and the US markets also leads to some difficulties of definition: work in translation published in the
US but distributed in the UK is included, where available, in the bibliography outlined in Appendix 1, below.
However, the exact location of publishers is difficult to define if they have multiple offices or subsidiaries
(either in the UK and the US, or, for example with Toby Press, who appear to be located both in the US and
Israel). Distribution also varies in reach according to the effectiveness of particular distributors; consequently
there is some unevenness and inconsistency in the works included here for consideration.
Finally, there is an overarching consideration for English translation of Hebrew, which must colour all of the
matters touched on in the following report. English translation of Hebrew literature serves as the gateway for
world translation of Hebrew literature: it provides for the onward translation from English into many other
languages that would not otherwise be possible, as Hebrew is not a widely-used or widely-known language
outside its key constituencies in Israel, the US and, to a much lesser extent, in Canada, France and the UK.
Consequently, there is a particularly heavy onus on English-language translation to be of a very high
standard, and the widest range possible of Hebrew literature to be available in English.
14
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3 Publishing
3.1 Bibliography of published translations
The bibliography in Appendix 1 is neither comprehensive nor exhaustive. It is based on the British National
Bibliography at the British Library and on a list of translations from Hebrew into English supplied by the
Institute for Translation of Hebrew Literature. The listing of a title in the British National Bibliography
depends on the legal requirement for publishers based in the UK to deposit, a requirement that is not always
met, as well as on the provision of data to the library by bibliographic services such as Nielsen BookData. In
addition, books published in the US with UK and Ireland distribution arrangements are included, though
inconsistently. The British Library specifies for exclusion from the National Bibliography ‘material without a
British or Irish imprint and without a UK distributor named within it’ .15 A telling and important example of
inconsistent cataloguing is the case of two titles by Sayed Kashua, published by Grove/Atlantic, whose
distributor for the UK is Publishers Group West. One title, Let It Be Morning, appears in the bibliography, but
another more recent title, Dancing Arabs, does not, even though PGW is named as distributor (to complicate
matters, Grove does have a UK arm).
In addition, books published through an online print-on-demand delivery (such as one of Amir Or’s titles), are
not necessarily deposited with the copyright libraries. Titles published in Ireland are sometimes but not
always included in the catalogue. There are very few published in Ireland: three identified are titles by Amir
Or, published by Poetry Ireland, Waxwing Books, and Dedalus Press.
Arriving at a definitive bibliography for printed books is therefore problematic. It is very difficult indeed to
get a clear, accurate picture of publishing patterns and statistics. The bibliography published online by the
Institute for the Translation of Hebrew Literature is out of date and incomplete, identifying neither publisher
(nor journal, in the case of shorter pieces), nor date of publication. Many of the titles do not appear in the
National Bibliography and are not available in the UK. One must assume therefore that they are published by
US publishers or publishers in other Anglophone countries without UK distribution.
Finally, the bibliography in Section 8 does not indicate whether books are currently in print or available.
Titles published in the 1990s by larger presses that have not since been republished in new editions are likely
to be unavailable now, but smaller publishers tend to keep their titles in print for longer periods of time.
The tables that follow are drawn from data compiled from the British National Bibliography.
Table 1. Translations from Hebrew into English, 1990 – 2010
Year
Number of
translations

15

90 91
2

5

92
6

93
3

94
3

95
8

96
6

97
5

98
2

99
8

0
5

1
5

2
10

3
10

4
16

5
13

6
14

7
11

8
8

9
8

10
17

Metadata Services, www.bl.uk/bibliographic/exclude.html
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Table 2. Translations from Hebrew into English, 1990 – 2010

Number of translations per year
18

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
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1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

Table 3. Hebrew Literature translated into English per category 1990-2010
Fiction (Novel)

Children’s/Juvenile

Misc.

Poetry

Short Fiction

Plays

122

5

1

19

15

3

Table 4. Hebrew Literature translated into English per category 1990-2010

Hebrew literature translated into English per category
Short Fiction
9%

Misc.
0%
Children's/Juvenil
e
3%

Plays
2%

Poetry
12%

Fiction(Novel)
74%
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Table 5. The most translated authors

3.2 Publishers
Book publishers
There are more than fifty publishers who have published works in translation in English in the last twenty
years, and whose titles are either published or distributed in the UK and Europe (though distribution in
Ireland is less clear). Many of these are not based in the UK, but have UK distribution arrangements, and the
majority have produced only one or two or very few titles. Others, such as Quartet or Menard, who published
several works in translation during the first decade covered by the study, have ceased to do so in the last ten
years. Re-editions and reprints by multiple publishers have been counted only once with the first publisher.
However, there are eight who publish more substantial numbers of titles, several of them imprints of a single
trade conglomerate. These are Toby Press, Random House (including Vintage, Chatto & Windus, Harvill
Secker and Jonathan Cape), Halban Publishers, Loki, Bloomsbury and Canongate. From 2010, Dalkey Archive
Press will be a leading publisher of titles in translation, with plans to produce two to three titles per year in
close association with the Institute for Translation of Hebrew Literature. 16 Initial titles include Homesick by
Eshkol Nevo (previously published by Chatto & Windus), Dolly City by Orly Castel-Bloom (originally published
in 1997 by Loki Books) and Life on Sandpaper by Yoram Kaniuk.
There is a striking absence of small press publishers: Canongate and Bloomsbury are two of the ‘big ten’ UK
independents, and Halban Publishers and Loki are the only small presses with Hebrew literature in translation
forming a core of their list. Loki’s focus on women’s work in translation is particularly important.

16
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Table 6. Hebrew Literature Output per Publisher 1990-2010 (more than 4 books published)
Publishing house

Toby

Number of
translations

32

Vintage Chatto & Windus
9

Halban
Publishers

Bloomsbury

Quartet

Canongate

10

7

6

5

12

Table 7. Hebrew Literature Output per Publisher 1990-2010 (more than 4 books published)

Hebrew Literature - output per publisher 1990-2010
(more than 4 books published)
35
30
25

20
15
10
5
0
Toby

Chatto &
Windus

Halban
Publishers

Vintage

Bloomsbury

Quartet

Canongate

In Ireland, where publishing of literature in translation is almost non-existent, it seems that the only
published translations from Hebrew have been three books by the Israeli poet Amir Or, brought out by
Dedalus Press and Poetry Ireland in 1998, 2004 and 2006.
The list of publishers below is extracted again from the National Bibliography. Names in bold are those which
in the last ten years have been publishing more than one or two titles, and are briefly profiled below.
Table 8. Publishers 1990-2010
Athena Press (self-publishing)

Menard Press

Atlantic

Mosaic

Bloomsbury

Overlook Duckworth

Brandeis University Press

Oxfordian Institute

Cambridge University Press

Paladin

Candlewick Press

Penguin

Canongate

Halban Publishers
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Chatto & Windus

Piatkus

City Lights

Picador

Collins

Princeton University Press

Dalkey - from 2010

Quartet

David Paul

Samuel French

Feminist

Sheep Meadow Press

Flamingo

St. Martin's

Fourth Estate

Steerforth

Garland

Syracuse University Press

Grafton

The Arts Arena

Hamish Hamilton

Toby Press

HarperPaperbacks

Tusk Ivories

Harvill Secker

University of California Press

Headline Review

University of Wisconsin Press

Henry Holt

Valentine Mitchell

Holocaust Centre

Vintage

Jonathan Cape

W.W. Norton

Loki

Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Lynne Rienner

Westview

Macmillan

Zoland

Memoir Publications

3.3 Profiles of publishers
3.3.1 Halban Publishers
Halban Publishers is an independent, London-based publishing company, established in 1986. They publish
fiction, memoir, history, biography, books on the Middle East and work of Jewish interest. Their books are
distributed by Orion.
Halban is profiled in more detail here as a UK publisher that was, from the outset, committed to publishing
Hebrew literature in translation. Martine Halban, interviewed in August 2010, states that ‘Hebrew literature
in translation is an integral part of the publishing programme, and half of our list is of Jewish interest.’
Halban receive no public funding at all, and though in the past they have applied for Arts Council England
funding, they have not been successful. They find the requirements to go against their methods of working:
‘We tried once with a Palestinian author, but they wanted a programme of books by one author. We would
usually test the waters with one title and see how it goes. Maybe we’d bring another one out later. But that’s
not what they wanted.’
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With the exception of one book many years ago, they have not received much support from ITHL. Halban
received PEN funding for promotion of The Dove Flyer, by Eli Amir (which met the costs of bringing the
author to the UK for events), and from the London Review Bookshop, which also paid to bring him to the UK
for an event.
The publisher manages the cost of translation by splitting it in co-editions with US publishers such as
Harcourt/Doubleday, Grove, and George Braziller. They work hard to adapt the translations they publish,
ensuring that they are rendered in British English, rather than American English. ‘It takes a lot of work to
anglicize the text,’ says Martine. ‘We believe it should sound Israeli, not American. The US isn’t sensitive to
this. It’s a huge editorial intervention – and it would be easier to go with the US translation, but we’re
resisting. It helps the author, too.’ The costs of producing translations are therefore very high.
Sales vary greatly, depending in part on the author’s availability and willingness to attend events and
festivals and readings, and they enjoy significant sales among English speakers either resident in or visiting
Israel. One key success has been with A.B. Yehoshua, who was nominated for the inaugural Man Booker
International Prize in 2005. An A.B. Yehoshua title went into some four reprints and sold approximately
10,000 copies in five to six years. Initial print-runs are about 2,000.
Halban’s Hebrew literature in translation includes works by A. B. Yehoshua, David Vogel, Yoram Kaniuk and
Eli Amir.
Website: http://www.halbanpublishers.com/
3.3.2 Loki Books
Loki is a very small press publishing women’s work with a specialism in translation from Hebrew. They have
been publishing since at least 1997 but only have nine titles in print (in recent years they appear to be
publishing only one title every two years). Works in translation (with the support of ITHL), include Dolly City
by Orly Castel-Bloom (1997) and Apples from the Desert by Savyon Liebrecht (co-published with The Feminist
Press at City University of New York, 1999), shortlisted for the Wingate Award. Unusually, Loki have also
published drama anthologies.
Website: http://www.lokibooks.com/
3.3.3 Canongate
Canongate was founded in 1973, and has been independent since 1994. This press boasts an international
outlook, publishing new writers from around the world, but also retaining a commitment to the Scottish
canon. They claim to have ‘no specific agenda other than to promote and publish challenging, quality work
from as broad a perspective’ as they are able. Canongate is one of the founding members of the Independent
Alliance, a global alliance of ten UK publishers and their international partners. They have offices in
Edinburgh and London, with partners in New York and Melbourne.
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Canongate’s Hebrew literature in translation includes works by Dorit Rabinyan, Meir Shalev and Zeruya
Shalev.
Website: http://www.canongate.tv/
3.3.4 Chatto & Windus
Chatto was founded in 1855, and in 1946 The Hogarth Press, founded by Virginia and Leonard Woolf, came
under Chatto’s management. The firm published many significant writers and classics. In 1969 Chatto joined
with Jonathan Cape, then added The Bodley Head and later the Virago Press to their group. The group was
acquired by Random House in 1987.
Chatto publishes literary fiction and contemporary international writers in translation as well as literary
biography, memoir, history, contemporary cultural comment and poetry.
Chatto’s Hebrew literature in translation includes works by Etgar Keret, Amos Oz and Eshkol Nevo.
Website: http://www.randomhouse.co.uk/
3.3.5 Harvill Secker
Secker and Warburg began in 1936, and the Harvill Press in 1946, establishing a reputation in the field of
translated literature. In 2005 the publishing houses merged under the name Harvill Secker. Harvill Secker’s
Hebrew literature in translation includes works by Alona Kimhi, Ron Leshem and Alon Hilu.
Website: http://www.randomhouse.co.uk/
3.3.6 Jonathan Cape
Jonathan Cape was founded in 1921 and publishes leading novelists, non-fiction writers, an award-winning
poetry list, a graphic novels list and a small list of photographic books. Jonathan Cape’s Hebrew literature in
translation includes works by David Grossman and Dorit Peleg.
Website: http://www.randomhouse.co.uk/
3.3.7 Vintage
Vintage is a paperback publisher of contemporary fiction and non-fiction, publishing prominent UK and US
writers, including many Booker and Nobel Prize-winning authors.
Alfred A. Knopf founded Vintage Books in the United States in 1954, but Vintage itself was launched in the
United Kingdom in 1990 and works independently from the American imprint although both are part of
publishing group Random House. Vintage in the UK was initially intended for paperback editions of books
published by hardback imprints in the Random House Group including Jonathan Cape, Chatto & Windus,
Secker and Warburg and The Harvill Press (now Harvill Secker). In 2007 the list was expanded to include
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Vintage Classics. Vintage’s Hebrew literature in translation includes some works previously published by
other Random House imprints.
Website: http://www.randomhouse.co.uk/
3.3.8 Bloomsbury
Bloomsbury was founded in 1986, and Bloomsbury USA began in 1998. Bloomsbury is best known for the
runaway success of the Harry Potter series, which has earned it a great deal of publishing flexibility. It
publishes literary fiction, non-fiction and poetry, with major established authors and new authors. Like
Canongate, it is a member of the Independent Alliance. Bloomsbury did not respond to requests for
information about their Hebrew work in translation. Bloomsbury’s Hebrew literature in translation includes
works by David Grossman and Dorit Rabinyan.
Website: http://www.bloomsbury.com/
3.3.9 The Toby Press
The Toby Press was founded in 1999, with the purpose of publishing literary and commercial fiction. They
have particular interest in new writing in English, and in publishing previously untranslated work in English
(including Anna Enquist of the Netherlands, Yasmina Khadra of Algeria, Hartmut Lange and Katharina Hacker
of Germany, Haim Sabato and Shlomo DuNour of Israel, Laurent Gaudé and Arlette Armel of France, and
others).
Toby also publishes crime writing and thrillers in English and in translation into English, including II Magdalen
(US), Haim Lapid (Israel), F.G. Ledesma (Spain), C. Gross (Germany) and others. Toby also publishes new
editions of ‘Well Loved Authors’ and ‘Quality Editions of Enduring Classics’. Their books are distributed by
Kuperard. It is not clear if the press is based in the US or Israel or both, nor what their relationship is, if any,
with the ITHL. Requests for information were referred to their UK distributors, but as Kuperard only took
over distribution two months previously, they were not able to provide much information specific to Toby
Press.
Toby’s Hebrew literature in translation is too extensive to list.
Website: http://www.tobypress.com/

3.4 Magazines, websites and blogs
The Jewish Quarterly is the foremost Jewish literary and cultural journal in the UK and has been in print for
more than fifty years. In recent years it has struggled with funding, and its future seemed uncertain, but it
continues to appear, although apparently no longer quite quarterly. Most issues deal with Hebrew literature,
and include reviews, articles and features, as well as occasional pieces in translation. The summer 2010
issue, for example, includes a translation of a story by Etgar Keret, an overview of fiction by Assaf Gavron,
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Eshkol Nevo and Alon Hilu, a review of Eli Amir’s The Dove Flyer, and notes on new translations from Hebrew
in the ‘Jewish Book News and Reviews’ section.
Website: http://jewishquarterly.org/
The Institute for Translation of Hebrew Literature publishes a journal, Modern Hebrew Literature, in
association with Toby Press in the US, which is unevenly distributed in the UK (more detail is provided under
the Institute profile in 10.2, below). Modern Hebrew Literature has been produced in one form or another
for forty years. Its New Series is now published annually and includes excerpts from recently translated
novels and short stories and a selection of poetry, as well as articles on literary subjects, interviews with
authors, and reviews of new books in Hebrew.
Website: http://www.tobypress.com/
The Jewish Chronicle is the leading Jewish-interest newspaper in the UK. It is published weekly, and enjoys a
circulation of some 30,000. Although it used to regularly review books, including Hebrew work in translation,
its cultural pages have shrunk. Toby Press’s distributor, Kuperard, reports a significant drop in uptake of
books for reviews in recent years.
Website: http://www.thejc.com/
Jewish Book Week online is the website for the Jewish Book Council and the Jewish Book Week Festival. It
publishes reviews and features on Jewish literature and Hebrew literature in translation.
Website: http://www.jewishbookweek.com/
The London Review of Books has a particular interest in the Israel-Palestine situation, on which it takes a
strong editorial position. Nevertheless, this means that much of the work reviewed is political and historical,
although literature – and Israeli literary writers commenting on the political or cultural situation – make a
regular appearance.
Website: http://www.lrb.co.uk/
There are numerous Jewish blogs which deal in occasional ways with Hebrew literature in translation, and
several websites that deal incidentally with Israel and may feature literature in passing. Major poetry
journals such as Poetry Review feature occasional pieces, and the Poetry Wales summer 07 issue featured an
overview of the state of Hebrew poetry by Amir Or.
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4 Dissemination and reception
4.1 Dissemination and availability to readers
4.1.1

Booktrade information

Sales and print runs
It is extremely difficult to get information on print-runs, sales and bookshop uptake. Publishers are not
forthcoming about sales for a number of reasons, but primarily because it is considered commercially
sensitive information.
Exceptionally, Halban was willing to provide information about print-runs and sales, which is included in the
profile given in 11.2.1, above. Nielsen BookScan might reveal certain data for very large publishers if they
choose to measure sales of such titles this way, but as this only measures sales made by participating
bookshops and chains, the results would be skewed, particularly as most independent bookshops (including
bookshops specializing in Judaica or foreign literature) would not be participants in the scheme.
Libraries
It is difficult to see patterns in library acquisitions although it may be the case that there are policies by
region. Acquisitions may be made at the Local Authority or even individual library level, and there is a great
deal of research to be done in this area to ascertain patterns. The recent institution of Nielsen LibScan, to
which some libraries have signed up, might well yield interesting patterns of borrowing that will lead to
shifts in acquisition policy. To some degree, library acquisitions and borrowings will inevitably reflect local
demographics, and where there is a more concentrated Jewish community, there may well be a greater
uptake of Hebrew literature in translation. However, given their prominence, it may well be that the three
big names of Hebrew literature – Amos Oz, David Grossman and A.B. Yehoshua – would show a different
pattern.
Library budgets have been drastically cut in recent years, and for Halban Publishers this has meant a drop
from a guaranteed several hundred library sales in the 1980s to at most 100 in the present. ‘Librarians used
to make recommendations,’ says Martine Halban, ‘but they’ve changed.’ For a small publisher, such a drop is
a significant loss.
Bookshops
Bookshops pose another difficulty. Many still insist on treating works in translation as ‘some kind of sacred
object’, to quote one correspondent. Works in translation are often shelved together, rather than by genre.
This is particularly true of fiction. Works in translation are rarely if ever included in 3 for 2 sales or other
kinds of front-of-store promotions but are either sequestered among translations, hidden among books of
Jewish interest or shelved in an Israel/Palestine or Middle East section. The exception is the recent
emergence of crime fiction in translation which does not face the same barrier, and it is to be hoped that the
ability of genre to cross the translation barrier may help break down barriers for literary fiction and other
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forms in translation. Martine Halban wonders whether some of the resistance in the UK to translation may lie
not in readers, but in bookshops, and particularly bookshop buyers and shelving patterns. ‘Why not include a
translation in a 3 for 2?’ she asks. ‘You see one person at the table of translations, and a crowd around the 3
for 2 table.’
These barriers, of course, do not exist with online retailers such as Amazon or the Book Depository, but
online retailers charge a very significant discount to publishers, and again this disproportionately affects
smaller presses. Nevertheless, online retailers do extensively broaden the reach and availability of works in
translation, and Amazon’s admittedly clumsy database matching with ‘similar titles’ and ‘other customers
who bought this title also bought...’ may well lead browsers to new related work in translation. It would be
profitable to investigate the mechanism by which Amazon matches in this way to see how much works in
translation are tagged. As a random but indicative example, a search for A. B. Yehoshua brings up 411 titles,
many of them in print, some out of print but available second-hand, many in translation in French and
Italian, and a great many collections or anthologies that feature A. B. Yehoshua as one of several authors.
Selecting the novel Friendly Fire resulted in seventeen pages with more than 80 titles under the ‘customers
who bought this also bought...’ rubric, and these included one by Amos Oz, one by Eshkol Nevo, two by David
Grossman, two by Meir Shalev, one by S.Y. Agnon, and three others by A.B. Yehoshua. This suggests that
there is potential in online sales by association that would not be at all apparent through bookshop sales, and
merits further investigation to see if there are ways for publishers to maximize what this mechanism may
offer.
A further difficulty arises with specialist bookshops or Jewish interest shops. ‘Jewish bookshops are not
strong on fiction: few have any knowledge of it,’ says Martin Kaye, of Kuperard, distributors for Toby Books.
Jewish specialist shops are likely to have small literary selections, with a greater focus of their books being
of broader general Jewish interest.
4.1.2

Literature at festivals

Hebrew literature in translation has been enjoying a high profile in recent years, and a burgeoning of Israeli
writers at festivals and events in the last few years in particular. This is one area where the political
atmosphere in the Middle East, a critical atmosphere in the UK towards Israel, and attempts at cultural
boycotts of Israel might be expected to have some effect. This may be seen in 2008, the year of 60th
anniversary of the Israeli state which proved provocative and contentious throughout the literary world, with
ramifications at the London, Paris and Turin Book Fairs and at that year’s Edinburgh Book Festival.
The take-up of Israeli authors varies considerably, but, in general, reflecting how Hebrew literature in
translation is ‘on the map’, major Israeli authors have appeared both at major and minor festivals, with the
strongest showing, inevitably, at Jewish Book Week.
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The Guardian Hay Festival has included several Israeli authors in its programme over the years, but in 2010
there were no Israeli authors of fiction or poetry. The Hay Festival did not respond to requests for
information about its programming.
Despite its limited inclusion of Israeli authors in 2008, the Edinburgh Festival has featured Israeli authors,
including David Grossman, Amos Oz and Eshkol Nevo. A.B. Yehoshua has enjoyed a wide-ranging series of
events, appearing at the Bath Literature Festival, the Hay Festival, University of East Anglia, Cambridge,
Oxford and Dublin.
The premier literary festival dealing centrally with Israeli authors is the annual Jewish Book Week, held in
London during late February and March. Jewish Book Week began in 1952 and is the second-oldest Englishlanguage literary festival in the UK. Israeli authors with work in English translation are a central feature of
the festival every year. In 2010, there were eight events featuring Israeli authors, including Etgar Keret, Alon
Hilu, Assaf Gavron and Eli Amir. In 2009, the festival featured A. B. Yehoshua, as well as Amos Oz with
translator Nicholas de Lange (discussing translation, among other topics).
The director of the festival, Geraldine D’Amico, acknowledges that inevitably, as with any literary festival,
some of these will be literary celebrities. ‘If we invite one of the big three’ [Amos Oz, David Grossman and
A.B. Yehoshua], she says, ‘it is guaranteed to sell out. Etgar Keret is also very popular.’ Other less wellknown writers do not fare so well. ‘Even if they’re known, but not so well-known, it’s not easy to get
people’s attention,’ she says.
The festival has a committed core of attendees with a strong sense of ownership in the Jewish community
(‘which is why we could never change the name,’ D’Amico explains), but its reach is much wider. There were
an estimated 5,000 individuals who bought tickets for events in 2010, and the festival receives a fair amount
of broadsheet press coverage.
In addition, Israeli authors appear at events located in or associated with Jewish Studies Departments at
various universities, and there are other smaller events, such as the annual voluntary Jewish cultural Limmud
Conferences and Jewish Community Centres that may on occasion host an event with an Israeli author. Those
writers who engage with political discussion, like Amos Oz or David Grossman, appear with regularity on
programmes such as BBC Radio 4’s Today programme.
Poet Amir Or has read at events in Wales and Ireland, and was a visiting poet at the Tŷ Newydd course taught
by his co-translator Fiona Sampson.
It should be noted that the question of distribution and ‘availability’ are rather complicated ones when it
comes to physical books. Although a US publisher may have UK distribution, this does not necessarily result in
its books being taken up by bookshops or acquired by libraries, nor by papers and journals for review, except
in isolated ways around author events. Although technically ‘available’ – particularly through online retailers
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– books published in the US with UK distribution vary considerably in their visibility and may therefore in
many instances be effectively available only to those who would have other means of knowing about their
existence.

4.2 Media and critical reception
The Guardian, The Independent, The Financial Times, the Times Literary Supplement and the London Review
of Books, as well as Jewish-specific publications such as the Jewish Quarterly and the Jewish Chronicle all
regularly review Hebrew works in translation. The literature is still represented by a very few authors:
writers who only have occasional works in translation or a single work in translation are far less likely to
receive broadsheet coverage, whatever their reputation, than authors who have several works in translation.
This suggests that sheer volume helps achieve a media profile. However, it is still the case that A. B.
Yehoshua, despite having many works in translation, is less frequently reviewed – and in less depth – in the
mainstream media than the other two best-known authors, Oz and Grossman, which reinforces the view that
large publishing companies with publicists are now better able than small independents to secure review
space. On the whole, it is books published by UK publishers that receive broadsheet review attention (and of
these it is major UK publishers such as the imprints of Random House, that dominate), but even with
specialist literary reviews, such as the TLS which reviews a great deal of US-published material, the emphasis
appears to be on UK publishers.
In broadsheet reviews, translation itself is rarely commented on, and the translator is rarely named, although
there is more likely to be an assessment of translation in work reviewed in the TLS with its more specialist
literary orientation. In some cases the work is not even identified as a translation. Where translation itself is
referred to, it is usually in fairly anodyne terms, and merely comments on whether the work ‘flows’. On the
other hand, where publishers themselves have omitted to name a translator, this might be sharply noted, as
in a Guardian review of A Table for One by Aharon Appelfeld, published by Toby Press, in which the reviewer
writes: ‘This short memoir, translated from the Hebrew by an uncredited Aloma Halter, is an account of a
writing life, and an apologia.’17 Indeed, a look over the last ten years at the TLS, LRB, Guardian Review and
Independent shows a marked lack of comment on translation issues – and a focus on mostly male fiction
writers.
Reviewers can be regular fiction and poetry reviewers with no particular interest in Israeli or Jewish matters
but are more usually either those with interest in the Israel-Palestine situation (for example Jaqueline Rose
in the London Review of Books) or with a particular Jewish interest or expertise, or are Anglo-Jewish authors
themselves (for example Linda Grant or Howard Jacobson). Predictably, Amos Oz and David Grossman
predominate among reviews, and each new book in translation by these authors will now receive coverage
across the broadsheets. There has been considerable interest recently in younger male Israeli writers such as
Eshkol Nevo and Etgar Keret. Unlike in the US, in recent years Hebrew poetry in translation seems to have
been eclipsed by fiction, particularly by male fiction writers. Jewish Book Week online also regularly features
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reviews. Some websites with translation focus also review Israeli authors in English translation, for example
BookTrust.
It is a commonly held belief among UK publishers that reviews do not have much of an impact on sales: they
raise awareness and work as publicity rather than as a marketing mechanism, and may assist sales reps in
convincing bookstores to stock titles, but in themselves do not result in appreciable spikes in sales. This is
reinforced by Martine Halban, who claims that ‘reviews don’t translate into sales – not three to four reviews,
though maybe if there was a blitz it would make a difference’. What is important in her experience is author
events and appearances. However, for a smaller publisher without large marketing and publicity budgets,
reviews are essential publicity tools.
Unfortunately, according to both Martine Halban at Halban Publishers, and Martin Kaye of Toby’s distributor,
Kuperard, reviews have shrunk in number in recent years, and this is borne out by a survey of the leading
broadsheet reviews, which are increasingly focused on fiction by a small number of high-profile authors with
multiple volumes available in translation. ‘Bookshop buyers need to know the name; the book needs
publicity. The range they stock needs to earn its keep,’ Martin Kaye explains.
More research is needed on the impact of reviews on library acquisitions policy and uptake, and on
acquisition decisions, as well as reviewing specifically for libraries journals.

5 Policy and public / private support for literature in translation
5.1 Public and private sector support from the UK and Ireland
5.1.1

General overview

The British Council is the body responsible for the UK’s international cultural relations, while the Arts
Councils of the four countries forming the United Kingdom all have developed an international arts policy,
and support (mostly inbound) international activities and, in the case of Arts Council England, inbound
translation.
In the devolved countries, the British Council works through its offices in Scotland and Wales and in
cooperation with the Arts Councils. In partnership with Arts Council Wales it has formed a specialist body,
Wales Arts International, which deals with international promotion of Welsh arts abroad.
England
Arts Council England
ACE, the national development agency for the arts in England, distributing public money from the
Government and the National Lottery, has been the primary source of funding for literary translation
activities in England in the form of support for books and festival appearances.
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British Centre for Literary Translation
ACE also supports the BCLT, based at the University of East Anglia, which is active in literary translation
training through its summer school for emerging literary translators. The school consists of several parallel
week-long workshops led by practising literary translators, each one focusing on the work of one author (who
is present to discuss and answer questions).
English PEN
A restructure of Arts Council funding programmes in 2010-2011 resulted in the English PEN taking on the
administration of translation grants for publishers, previously awarded by the Arts Council, and developing a
new programme of translation grants in addition to PEN’s existing Writers in Translation programme aimed at
supporting marketing costs. English PEN and the Free Word Centre, where the organisation is based, have
become an important hub for translation-related activities throughout the year, and they are co-organisers of
annual translation events like the International Translation Day and the Literary Translation Centre at the
London Book Fair together with the British Council, the Gulbenkian Foundation, Literature Across Frontiers
and others.
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Among private sponsors, the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation has become an important player in the literary
translation field since it indentified translation as one of its key priorities and started supporting and
partnering on relevant initiatives. It has been instrumental in the setting up of the Literary Translation
Centre at the London Book Fair and has supported several other projects.
Northern Ireland
Arts Council of Northern Ireland
The Arts Council is the lead development agency for the arts in Northern Ireland, offering a broad range of
funding opportunities through our Exchequer and National Lottery funds. It cooperates with cross-border
agencies in the Republic of Ireland, especially in matters related to the Irish language. Its International
Policy document states the Council’s “commitment to, and ambitions for, trans-national interaction for the
arts sector”. The Council’s aim is to “ensure that Northern Ireland’s arts organisations, artists and arts can
connect internationally and develop an international perspective through profiling work, exchanging ideas
and developing relationships”. This aim is achieved through close cooperation with, among others, the British
Council, Visiting Arts and the other UK and Irish arts councils.

18

Scotland
In Scotland, translations are published almost solely by one publisher, Canongate. However, the Scottish Arts
Council, recently renamed Creative Scotland and transformed into a body that provides public support for all
art forms, including film, has been keen to encourage international literary exchange through projects. As
well as subsidising the Edinburgh International Book Festival, it has supported international collaborations
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between the Scottish Poetry Library and Literature Across Frontiers. The Scottish Poetry Library in particular
has a long-term record of international work.
Wales
In general, there is considerable interest in translation in Wales, as, with vibrant literary cultures in two
languages, there is a heightened awareness of, and interest in, literary exchange. There is an active
international outlook and interest in other literatures, with a particular focus on lesser-used languages, and
support for author events and exchange by organisations such as Wales Literature Exchange and the writers’
centre Tŷ Newydd in Gwynedd. A recent development has seen the setting up of the Translators’ House
initiative at Tŷ Newydd, which brings translators to workshops in Wales. The Welsh Books Council is the
funder for publishers who produce translations.
None of these initiatives have included Hebrew to date and no book translations from Hebrew have been
published at all in Wales in the last twenty years, although magazines have on occasion published poems in
translation.
Wales has, however, significantly contributes to the UK’s activities in this field by hosting Literature Across
Frontiers, the European Platform for Literary Exchange, Translation and Policy Debate, which has organised
some activities in Israel and included Israeli writers and translator in its translation workshops.
Ireland
In Ireland, with the exception of translations between Irish and English, the publishing of translations is
extremely rare. It is limited to less than a handful of (mostly poetry) publishers (for example Dedalus Press),
and special projects such the European poetry series published by Southword Editions, based at the Munster
Literature Centre in Cork, on the occasion of European Enlargement in 2005.19 Such initiatives focus mostly
on translation from European languages. Literary events in Ireland follow suit and the two leading festivals,
Dublin Writers Festival and Cúirt Festival in Galway have become far less international than they used to be
in the early and mid-2000s. A new addition to the festival scene, the Cork Spring Literary Festival, had an
impressive international line-up for 2011.
5.1.2

Support for translation from Hebrew

There is a perception that support from these bodies is available exclusively for authors rather than
translators, and that translators are rarely invited to participate in public events. This is borne out by the
make-up of festival programmes, for example (although Jewish Book Week does sometimes feature
translators). Nicholas de Lange reports that ‘translators are very rarely invited to appear at festivals or talk
in public or on the media’, although he has appeared with Amos Oz at a Jewish Book Week event.
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Jewish Book Week receives varying amounts of funding for its author events from the Arts Council of England
(approximately £8,000 in 2010 for programme funding, rather than for individual author events), as well as
sponsorship by the Jewish Chronicle, and funding from private individuals and charitable foundations and
trusts. There is also on occasion funding from Bi-Arts British Israeli Arts Training Scheme, a joint British
Council and Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs arts exchange endeavour. Funding details from Bi-Arts were not
available for the purposes of this report.
PEN has provided some funding for featured Israeli authors, for travel and events support. The English PEN
Writers in Translation programme supports and promotes literature in translation, and each year selects
6-8 books that are translated into English from a range of foreign languages, and awards grants to UK
publishers to help promote and market the titles. The aim is to celebrate books of outstanding literary value,
dedication to free speech and intercultural understanding, which have a clear link to the PEN charter.
Publishers submit a sample translation of the work which is assessed by committee, comprising prominent
translators, publishers, writers and other professionals. Books can be fiction or non-fiction and must adhere
to PEN’s aims, either exploring freedom of expression or human rights issues or contributing in some way
towards intercultural understanding. Grants of up to £4,000 are available to support a title and are open to
UK publishers only. The Dove Flyer by Eli Amir, translated by Hillel Halkin (Halban Publishers) and Beaufort
by Ron Leshem, translated from Hebrew by Evan Fallenberg (Chatto & Windus/Vintage) have been selected
for PEN’s Writers in Translation programme.
There is a perception that such support is available exclusively for authors rather than translators, and that
translators are rarely invited to participate in public events. This is borne out by the make-up of festival
programmes, for example (although Jewish Book Week does sometimes feature translators). Nicholas de
Lange reports that ‘translators are very rarely invited to appear at festivals or talk in public or on the
media’, although he has appeared with Amos Oz at a Jewish Book Week event.
Jewish Book Week receives varying amounts of funding for its author events from the Arts Council of England
(approximately £8,000 in 2010 for programme funding, rather than for individual author events), as well as
sponsorship by the Jewish Chronicle, and funding from private individuals and charitable foundations and
trusts. There is also on occasion funding from Bi-Arts British Israeli Arts Training Scheme, a joint British
Council and Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs arts exchange endeavour. Funding details from Bi-Arts were not
available for the purposes of this report.
PEN has provided some funding for featured Israeli authors, for travel and events support. The English PEN
Writers in Translation programme supports and promotes literature in translation, and each year selects
6-8 books that are translated into English from a range of foreign languages, and awards grants to UK
publishers to help promote and market the titles. The aim is to celebrate books of outstanding literary value,
dedication to free speech and intercultural understanding, which have a clear link to the PEN charter.
Publishers submit a sample translation of the work which is assessed by committee, comprising prominent
translators, publishers, writers and other professionals. Books can be fiction or non-fiction and must adhere
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to PEN’s aims, either exploring freedom of expression or human rights issues or contributing in some way
towards intercultural understanding. Grants of up to £4,000 are available to support a title and are open to
UK publishers only. The Dove Flyer by Eli Amir, translated by Hillel Halkin (Halban Publishers) and Beaufort
by Ron Leshem, translated from Hebrew by Evan Fallenberg (Chatto & Windus/Vintage) have been selected
for PEN’s Writers in Translation programme.

5.2 Public and private sector support for translation and dissemination of literature
from the country of origin
The Division of Cultural and Scientific Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Jerusalem is Israel’s agency
for cultural and scientific relations overseas. The Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs is one of the sponsors of
Jewish Book Week and, indeed, of the Dalkey Archive Press’s new publishing initiative.
The Institute for Translation of Hebrew Literature is the Israel-based agency for funding literary translation
into Hebrew. ITHL operates with minimal funding, which is currently under review due to government budget
cuts. During the period of research for this report, ITHL was seriously understaffed and able only to provide a
brief overview of its work.
ITHL commissions a small number of translations of books annually, depending on budget, and on priority
language, which is decided each year by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, as the funder of its subvention
programme. English is considered a priority, because it serves as the gateway to onward translation into
other languages. ITHL serves two different functions: to promote, commission and support translation of
Hebrew literature into other languages, and to serve as literary agents selling foreign rights for its member
authors.
In the former role, ITHL distributes three catalogues per year of new Hebrew literature, featuring sample
work in translation, and promotes work at international book fairs such as Frankfurt, as well as through its
website and its publication Modern Hebrew Literature, published in association with Toby Press. ITHL
commissions translation of complete books in some instances, and makes these available to publishers, as
well as commissioning translations of shorter pieces for anthologies and periodicals. In the last approximately
fifty years, the ITHL has supported translation of some 263 books into English (a total that includes the US,
the UK, India and Australia – but does not include books published in English in Israel itself). A total of 132
ITHL-commissioned or supported titles have been published in the UK (and 227 in the US).
Although it is acknowledged that ITHL’s staff works conscientiously with limited resources, there is a sense
among some involved in the production of translation that the Institute may be less successful in placing
translations with English-language publishers than with other languages. When asked about the criteria used
to select authors for representation, ITHL replied: ‘Books are read by external professionals and the final
decision is determined by democratic vote (the total number of readers is always odd). The main criterion is
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literary quality.’ Nevertheless, there is some uncertainty about the basis for these decisions among those
working in the production of translations in the UK.

6 Translation issues
6.1 Translators
It is difficult to ascertain the location of translators, as very few appear to be members of translator
associations in the UK, Israel or the US. The list below is garnered from the National Bibliography of
translated titles published in or distributed in the UK in the period 1990-2010.
6.1.1 List of translators and (where known) affiliation
UK: SoA – Society of Authors [or subsidiary Translators Association]
US: ATA – American Translators Association
Israel: ITA – Israeli Translators Association
Translators and co-translators 1990-2010
Name

SoA

ATA

ITA

Aberbach, David
Abramson, Glenda
Alcalay, Ammiel
Almog, Vered
Billig Sivan, Miriam
Bilu, Dalya
Bloch, Chana
Cohen, Jessica

y

Cole, Peter
Crown, Alan D.
Cummings, Ora
De Lange, Nicholas (profiled)

y

Dor, Moshe
Dweck, Yaacob
Eden, Vivian
Fallenberg, Evan
Farmer, Penelope
Flanz, Richard
Flint, Richard
Friend, Robert
Goldberg, Barbara
Goldman, Jeanette
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Green, Jeffrey M.
Gurantz, Maya
Halkin, Hillel
Halter, Aloma
Harshav, Barbara
Hazony, David
Hendler, David
Kaufman, Shirley
Kohn, Moshe M.
Kronfeld, Chana
Lask, I.M.
Levi, S. Gershon
Lotan, Yael
Louvish, Misha
McLeary, Michael P.
Mitchell, Stephen
Parfitt, Tudor
Patterson, David
Rosenberg, Betsy
Rotem, Ornan
Rubin, Riva
Sacks, H.
Sandbank, Shimon
Sapir, Michal
Schaffer, Ziona
Schoffham, Stuart
Seidman, Naomi
Sharoni, Edna
Shelach, Oz
Shlesinger, Miriam
Silverston, Sondra (profiled)

y

Simckes, Seymore [Seymour]
Simpson, Philip

y

Sotto, Anna
Spicehandler, Ezra
Stern Zisquit, Linda
Taub, Michael
Taylor, Dov
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Tzvia, Rachel
Weinberger-Rotman, Marganit
Weinstein, Marsha
Whitehill, Robert

6.2 Translator profiles
6.2.1

Nicholas de Lange

Nicholas de Lange studied Classics at school and at Oxford University, which provided a very intensive
training in translation (with translation into and out of Latin and Greek verse and prose). He has taught
medieval Hebrew at Cambridge University since 1971 Nicholas de Lange studied Classics at school and at
Oxford University, which provided a very intensive training in translation (with translation into and out of
Latin and Greek verse and prose). He has taught medieval Hebrew at Cambridge University since 1971.
De Lange’s prize-winning translation work is held in the very highest regard, and he has a particular and
sustained collaborative translation relationship of many years’ duration with Amos Oz, one of the best-known
of Israel’s living prose writers. De Lange’s translation work is an additional activity to his position as
Professor of Hebrew and Jewish Studies at Cambridge University and does not fall within the remit of that
position. He therefore does not make a living solely as a translator. His output is prodigious, particularly
when his translation work is considered in relation to the substantial contributions he has made as a scholar
to Jewish Studies. His publications in this field are listed in part on the university’s website, and they alone
form a picture of a rigorous, high-profile and productive scholar. It is peculiarly suggestive of the relative
status of translation within the academic world that his reputation as a translator is not equally
acknowledged.
When asked about his view of the state of Hebrew literary translation into English, he replied, ‘On the whole
I think the picture is quite positive, if one compares contemporary Israeli literature with other small
countries. However, it should be borne in mind that there is a huge body of older Hebrew literature, not just
the Bible but medieval, early modern and modern writing, much of which has not been translated.’ On the
question of the quantity and diversity of translation into Hebrew, he was more concerned: ‘There are fewer
opportunities nowadays for new work (especially poetry and short stories) to be published in English than
there were a generation or two ago, when there were more anthologies and magazines publishing
translations from Hebrew. Some of the master works of twentieth-century Hebrew writing have never been
translated. One publishing house (Toby Press) publishes far more translations from Hebrew than any other.
This may be a mixed blessing, I’m not sure. Most good trade publishers seem to like having one Israeli author,
but they don’t seem keen to have more than one.’
Awards and recognition
Nicholas De Lange has won the triennial Risa Domb/Porjes Prize for Translation from the Hebrew three times:
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2007: A Tale of Love and Darkness by Amos Oz (Chatto & Windus)
2004: The Same Sea by Amos Oz (Chatto & Windus)
Joint winner with Barbara Harshav for her translation of The Labor of Life: Selected Plays by Hanoch Levin.
Judges Risa Domb, Avraham Balaban and Ruth Fainlight commented on the work: ‘The Same Sea is an
outstandingly brilliant work, and its poetry and wisdom are beautifully reflected in the translation. De
Lange’s ability to convey the different rhythms and tones of the original Hebrew text is miraculous’. 20
2001: A Journey to the End of the Millennium by A. B. Yehoshua (Halban Publishers)
Joint winner
This latter work also won the Second Annual Koret Jewish Book Awards in 2000. De Lange also won the H.H.
Wingate Prize in 1989 and the George Webber Prize in 1990 for his translation of Amos Oz’s Black Box. His
translation of Oz’s A Tale of Love and Darkness was also chosen by the Translators Association as one of its
selected Fifty Outstanding Translations from the last fifty years.21
De Lange’s many translations from Hebrew include fifteen books by Amos Oz, with another, Scenes of Village
Life, currently under way, such that Amos Oz is known in English almost exclusively through De Lange’s work.
Given Oz’s worldwide reputation, this in itself is a major translation achievement.
Apart from Amos Oz and A.B. Yehoshua, De Lange has also translated or co-translated books by S. Yizhar, as
well as shorter pieces by Oz, Aharon Appelfeld, and poems by medieval poet Ibn Gabirol. Importantly, his
English translations have been the basis for numerous secondary translations into many other languages.
The list of his translations are as follows, showing year of first and latest UK publications and languages of
secondary translation (full detail on editions and secondary translation appear in Appendix 2):
Bibliography
Translations of books by Amos Oz:
My Michael (1972, multiple editions to 1992; latest edition: Vintage, 2001)
Translations from the English into Japanese, Swedish, Finnish, German, Rumanian, Hungarian, Polish, Greek,
Italian, Turkish and Chinese.
Elsewhere, Perhaps (1974; several editions; last edition: Flamingo,1989)
Translations from the English into Swedish, Finnish and Chinese.
Touch the Water, Touch the Wind (1975; Vintage, 1992)

20
21

See www.jewishbookweek.com/jewish-book-council/porjes-translation-prize.php
See www.societyofauthors.org/50-outstanding-translations
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Translations from the English into Spanish, Polish and Korean.
Unto Death (1976; Vintage, 2005; Toby Press, 2003)
Translations from the English into Swedish, Finnish, Polish and Spanish.
The Hill of Evil Counsel (1978; Vintage, 1993)
The title story was republished in 8 Great Hebrew Short Novels, Toby Press, 1983.
Translations from the English into Swedish, Finnish and Hungarian.
(With Philip Simpson) Where the Jackals Howl (1981; Vintage, 2005)
Translation from the English into Polish.
Black Box (1988; Vintage, 1993)
Winner of the H.H. Wingate Prize, 1989, and the George Webber Prize 1990.
Translations from the English into Spanish. Finnish, Portuguese, Greek, Danish, Polish, Japanese and Croat.
Dramatized on BBC Radio 3
To Know A Woman (1991; Vintage, 2001)
Translations from the English into Danish, Greek, Slovak, Turkish, Chinese and Korean.
Fima (1993. Vintage, 1994)
Selected in the monthly Independent Foreign Fiction Award for August/September 1993.
Translations from the English into Spanish, Danish, Greek, Polish, Turkish, and Chinese.
Under This Blazing Light (Cambridge University Press, 1995, 1996)
Excerpts in French translation.
Don’t Call It Night (1995; Vintage, 1996)
Nominated for the 1997 International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award. Shortlisted for the Jewish Book
Council/Times Literary Supplement Award for Hebrew–English Translation 1999.
Panther in the Basement (Vintage, 1997)
Read as ‘The Late Book’ on BBC Radio 4, 1999.
Translations from the English into Japanese and Korean.
Grandpa Isidore (Michigan: Landmarks Press, 1997)
Bilingual edition.
The Same Sea (2001; Vintage, 2002)
Nominated for the 2003 International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award. Joint winner of the TLS/Porjes Prize for
Hebrew Translation 2004.
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Translations from the English into Finnish and Swedish.
A Tale of Love and Darkness (2004; Vintage, 2005)
Winner of the Risa Domb/TLS Prize for Hebrew Translation 2007.
Rhyming Life and Death (2009; Vintage, 2010)
Translations of shorter works by Amos Oz in periodicals and anthologies:
‘Nomad and Viper’, in Firstfruits, a harvest of 25 years of Israeli writing, 1973, and in The Oxford Book of
Jewish Stories, 1998.
‘A Hollow Stone’, in New Writing from Israel, 1976, and in Contemporary Israeli Literature, An Anthology
(Spring 1977).
‘The Way of the Wind’, in Until Daybreak. Stories from the Kibbutz (1984).
‘From Jerusalem to Cairo: Escaping from the Shadow of the Past’, Encounter April 1982, reprinted in Amos
Oz, Israel, Palestine and Peace (Vintage, 1994).
‘Whose Holy Land?’, Weekend Guardian 23–24 December 1989, reprinted in Amos Oz, Israel, Palestine and
Peace (Vintage, 1994).
Other translations from Hebrew:
‘Four Poems of Solomon Ibn Gabirol’, Tel Aviv Review 1 (1988), pp. 59–66.
[One of these translations was also included in R. Loewe, Ibn Gabirol, London, 1989, pp. 58–60.]
‘The Hunt’ by Aharon Appelfeld, in Tel Aviv Review 2 (1989). [Translation originally commissioned by BBC
Radio 3.]
‘Four More Poems by Solomon Ibn Gabirol’ (with introductory remarks), The Jerusalem Review 1 (April 1997),
pp. 52–64.
Journey to the End of the Millennium by A. B. Yehoshua (Halban Publishers, 1999)
Winner of the Second Annual Koret Jewish Book Awards (2000).
Joint winner of the TLS/Porjes Prize for Hebrew Translation 2001.
Preliminaries by S. Yizhar (Toby Press, 2007). (with Yaacob Dweck)
Khirbet Khizeh by S. Yizhar (Jerusalem: Ibis, 2008)
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6.2.2 Sondra Silverston
Sondra Silverston was born, raised and educated in New York City, and holds a BA in American literature. She
moved to Israel in 1970, and completed a two-year translation course at Beit Berl College, where she has
been teaching literary translation for the last seven years.
Awards and recognition
Two of Sondra’s translations have been shortlisted for prizes: Etgar Keret’s Missing Kissinger (Chatto &
Windus, 2007), which was shortlisted for the Frank O’Conner Short Story Award, and Eshkol Nevo’s Homesick
(Chatto & Windus, London, 2008), which was shortlisted for the Independent Translated Fiction prize.
Bibliography
Amos Oz, Suddenly in the Depths of the Forest (Chatto & Windus, London, 2010)
Etgar Keret, The Nimrod Flipout (Chatto & Windus, London 2005)
Etgar Keret, Missing Kissinger (Chatto & Windus, 2007).
Shortlisted for the Frank O’Conner Short Story Award.
Etgar Kert, The Girl on the Fridge (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2008)
Eshkol Nevo, Homesick (Chatto & Windus, 2008)
Shortlisted for the Independent Translated Fiction prize.
Eshkol Nevo, World Cup Wishes (Chatto & Windus, 2010)
Savyon Leibriecht, A Good Place for the Night (Persea Books, 2005)
Savyon Leibriecht, The Women My Father Knew (Persea Books, 2010)
Aharon Megged, Mandrakes From the Holy Land (Toby Press, 2005)
Dorit Orgad, The Boy From Seville (Kar-Ben Publishing, 2007)
Sondra’s view from Israel is that the quality of literary translations from Hebrew to English is fairly good, but
that not many people choose to pursue it. ‘Since there are so few Hebrew to English literary translators (due
in great part to the low payment relative to the time invested), and so little being published, not too many
translators choose to go into literary translation when there is so much legal and hi-tech and commercial
translation available and they pay so much better,’ she explains. ‘Any translator, when asked, would say
they’re dying to do fiction, but in reality, it remains for those of us doomed to love it for better or for
worse.’
Reviews of her translations have been quite favourable, but comments on the translator are usually limited
to not more than a line. Once the translation is delivered, she tends to be left out of the loop, and not kept
informed about publication or reviews: ‘Usually I see the reviews only if I search for them on the Internet,’
she reports.
Sondra is often approached by writers who express shock at the rates charged for translation, for example
approximately NIS 40,000 – or about $10,000 – for a 250-page book. ‘They don’t seem to understand, until
told, that a project that size can take up to six months,’ she says, ‘which means a monthly payment of about
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NIS 6,500, hardly a living wage, and especially for the kind of work involved.’ Sondra used to work for the
Institute for the Translation of Hebrew Literature (profiled in section 10.2 of this report) but has not done so
for the last five or six years, because the rate of pay is low, due to their budget limitations.
Sondra’s translations are into American English (‘I can only do American,’ she says), but British editions of
her translations are carefully edited to conform to British spelling and usage.

6.3 Language and literary training opportunities
6.3.1

Modern Hebrew language provision

Ancient or Biblical Hebrew has been offered as a university subject for centuries, either as a part of theology
or Semitic studies departments. Modern Hebrew as a subject for advanced study enjoys a healthy distribution
across the leading universities. Modern Hebrew is taught at undergraduate and post-graduate level at five
universities in the UK and Ireland, usually, though not always, in conjunction with Jewish or Middle Eastern
Studies (there are also one or two offerings of Biblical Hebrew but this is outside the remit of this report).
In addition there are a number of Hebrew-language ulpan coursesfor students who wish to gain some working
spoken knowledge of the language either for personal interest, religious purposes, or for travel in or
emigration to Israel. These are intended for beginners and rise to moderate speakers level;: they do not
continue up to fluency level, nor provide for literary fluency.
Finally, there are numerous private and non-accredited business language schools purporting to offer Hebrew
tuition, but the value of these is difficult to ascertain.
University courses
University College, London
Oxford University
School of Oriental and African Studies, London
Cambridge University
Manchester University
Other courses
London School of Jewish Studies (Charity): MA in Jewish Studies in association with King’s College. Offers
ulpan to Kita Daled (level 4).
Kings College, London: some evening classes; foundation degree in modern foreign language with
interpreting.
Leeds: intending to offer modules in beginner and elementary Hebrew in 2010/11.
St Andrews: only Biblical Hebrew.
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Course profiles
Department of Hebrew and Jewish Studies, University College, London (UCL)
The university describes itself as housing ‘the largest department of Hebrew and Jewish Studies in Europe.
The department is the only one in the UK to offer a full degree course and research supervision in Jewish
Studies at the BA Honours, MA, MPhil and PhD levels in every subject of Hebrew and Jewish Studies –
philology, history, and literature – covering virtually the entire chronological and geographical span of the
Hebrew and Jewish civilisation from antiquity through the Middle Ages to the modern period.’ The
department offers modules in advanced language and in Israeli literature.
Email: jewish.studies@ucl.ac.uk
Website: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/
Hebrew and Jewish Studies, Oxford University
The university describes itself as ‘an important centre of Hebrew and Jewish Studies and has been since the
sixteenth century. Students come from all over the world for both undergraduate and graduate studies, and
there are unrivalled collections of Hebrew and Yiddish manuscripts and printed books in the Bodleian Library.
The courses in Jewish studies are designed to appeal to applicants from diverse backgrounds and with
different interests, ranging from the Hebrew Bible to modern Israel, from developments within Judaism in
the time of Jesus to the history of Jews under Islam or in modern Europe, from the Dead Sea Scrolls to
modern Hebrew poetry.’ The BA degree in Hebrew lasts for three or four years, depending on whether a year
is spent abroad at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. The course is intended to ‘give all students a working
knowledge of the main phases of the Hebrew language (classical, rabbinic and medieval, and modern),
together with an introduction to the historical background and the most important literature of each period’.
MPhil, MSt. in Jewish Studies or Modern Jewish Studies are available, but no Masters level degree appears to
be offered specifically in Hebrew.
The university is also home to the Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies, whose mission is described
as being ‘to provide an outstanding curriculum of Hebrew and Jewish studies at one of the world’s leading
universities and to promote knowledge and understanding about Jewish history, religion, and culture, as well
as about Jewish interactions with and contributions to other cultures’.
Email: orient@orinst.ox.ac.uk
Website: http://www.ox.ac.uk/
Department of the Languages and Cultures of Near and Middle East, School of Oriental and African
Studies (SOAS)
The NME Department is Britain’s largest university department specializing in the languages and cultures of
the Middle East, with a long track record in teaching and research in the region’s modern and ancient
languages. The undergraduate degree in Hebrew and Israeli Studies is ‘intended to give students a solid
grounding in Israeli Hebrew, familiarity with the major types of Modern Hebrew literature and a broad
knowledge of the historical, political, religious and cultural background. Intensive study of Modern Hebrew
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language and literature is a compulsory feature of the degree.’ SOAS’s library has a good collection of
volumes on Jewish and Israeli Studies, particularly Modern Hebrew literature.
Other degrees offered include the BA in Hebrew and another subject (combined Honours), and the MA in
Israeli Studies. The university also offers the non-degree Certificate in Modern Hebrew, whose entry
requirement is ‘the ability to demonstrate the potential to study at undergraduate level’ and ‘a proven
ability to learn a language’. The course is one year full-time or two or three years part-time.
Website: http://www.soas.ac.uk/nme/
Hebrew and Semitic Studies, Cambridge University
Like Oxford, Cambridge University has long been a centre for Hebrew and Semitic studies, with the Regius
Professorship of Hebrew founded by Henry VIII as early as 1540. The University Library holds a large
collection of Hebrew and Aramaic manuscripts, including the Taylor-Schechter Genizah Collection. The
description of the degree offerings for Hebrew is as follows: ‘the course for the Tripos offers the opportunity
to study classical, medieval, and modern Hebrew in terms of language, literature, and history.’ MPhil and
PhD in modern Hebrew are also offered. Cambridge University also offers a summer Hebrew intensive ulpan
for university students.
Email: enquiries@ames.cam.ac.uk
Website: http://www.ames.cam.ac.uk/dmes/hebrew/
Hebrew Studies, Manchester University
The BA in Hebrew Studies leads to a high standard in modern Hebrew and looks at the language in its cultural
and historical context. Students start as language beginners and go through to an advanced level over four
years. The course looks at Jewish culture and literature with its roots in biblical and rabbinic times and
introduces the student ‘to social and cultural trends in modern Israel in their Middle Eastern context’. The
third year is spent at an academic institution in Israel.
Curiously, under ‘career opportunities’ information, there is no mention of translation, despite the university
hosting the Centre for Translation and Intercultural Studies (CTIS), which it describes as having ‘the largest
concentration of translation and interpreting studies specialists in the UK and among the largest worldwide’.
Beginner and Intermediate Hebrew for non-degree students is offered through the Certificate of Higher
Education in Applied Language Studies. Award of the Certificate of Higher Education in Applied Language
Studies is made on completion of 120 credits, which takes between two and six years.
Hebrew lecturer Sophie Garside reported that students in Hebrew Studies and students who take Hebrew
with another Middle Eastern or a European language go through the same Hebrew language modules and are
expected to reach the same standard, although those studying two languages spend proportionately less time
in Israel during their third year. While Hebrew literature was offered until recently as a module, the
university chose to eliminate content modules with fewer than ten students. Nevertheless, she and other
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faculty found an innovative solution – ‘we have had to cheat,’ she said. From this academic year all students
(some 50 undergraduates) will study a core module in Middle Eastern literatures in two parts: the first deals
with literatures in translation, and the second is broken up into language groups where students study
literatures in the original, according to their language specialism.
Website: http://www.manchester.ac.uk/
Table of Hebrew courses
University

Department

Undergraduate

Postgraduate

Manchester

Middle Eastern Studies

BA Hebrew Studies: 4 years

MA Hebrew Studies; MA

Certificate in Applied Language

Middle Eastern Studies

Studies
UCL

Hebrew and Jewish Studies

BA Hebrew and Jewish Studies

MA, MPhil, PhD Hebrew and
Jewish Studies

Oxford
SOAS

Hebrew and Jewish Studies

BA Hebrew: 3 years, or 4 with year MPhil, M.St. Jewish Studies;
abroad

PhD

Languages and Cultures of Near

BA Hebrew and Israeli Studies

MA Israeli Studies

and Middle East

BA Hebrew and another subject
Certificate in Modern Hebrew

Cambridge

Hebrew and Semitic Studies

BA Hebrew and Jewish Studies

Leeds

Language Centre

Beginner and Elementary Hebrew –

MPhil and PhD

intended in 2010/11

Number of students enrolled and graduating with Hebrew degrees in 2009/10:
University

No. of graduates

No. of postgraduates

Others taking modules

Manchester

2-6 and increasing; at least 12

Very few

Included in first column

new students in 2010/11
Cambridge

Not provided

Not provided

Oxford

2006: 1

2006: 10

2007: 4

2007: 10

2008: 2

2008: 16

2009: 2

2009: 7

2010: 2

2010: 10

UCL

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

SOAS

3-5

5-6

5-8 foreign
10-15 occasional

Fees for university courses are as follows, for 2010/11 academic year:
University

Undergraduate fee

Postgraduate fee

Certificate or Ulpan fee

Manchester

£3290

£3466

Certificate £550 per 20credit course unit

UCL

£3290

£4865
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Oxford

£3290

£3390

SOAS

£3,290 ; language year abroad:

£4725

£1,640

F/T: £3,290
P/T 2 years: £1,640
P/T 3 years: £1,200

Cambridge

£3290

£3465

Hebrew intensive Ulpan for
University Students, £250

6.3.2 Hebrew and translation studies
Although some twelve universities offer postgraduate degrees in Translation Studies in one form or another,
only two of these coincide with offerings in Modern Hebrew (Manchester and UCL), but even with these two
there appear to be no cross-departmental opportunities to specialize in both Hebrew language and
Translation Studies.
Translation Studies is evidently a healthy and expanding field at the MA level in the UK but in many cases is
focused on theory, without language-specific components or module offerings, and little relationship with
Modern Languages departments. Where there are language-specific options offered, these appear to be fairly
consistently the major languages of Europe, along with Arabic and Chinese (the exception is Birmingham,
which offers Galician and Catalan, among others). In only one case is an MA in Translation Studies offered in
conjunction with a Hebrew-language specialism, and this is specifically for non-fiction translation.
University

Course

No. of languages

Hebrew modules

Sheffield

MA Translation Studies

9

No

Portsmouth

MA Translation Studies

11

No

8

No

12

No

Focus on theory

No

Focus on Chinese

No

Durham
London
Metropolitan
Warwick

MA Applied Translation Studies
MA Translation and Transcultural
Studies

Newcastle

MA Translation Studies

Surrey

MA Translation Studies

Leeds

MA Translation Studies

Manchester

MA Translation and Interpreting

(Modern Hebrew)

Studies etc

East Anglia

MA Literary Translation et al

Birmingham

MA Translation Studies

University College
London (offers
Modern Hebrew)

No
12

No

4

No

Focus on theory; bilingualism
required
Lesser-used languages including
Galician, Catalan

No

No

MA Translation Theory and

Advanced Modern Hebrew

Practice

(non-fiction)
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6.4 Mentoring opportunities
There is currently no training offered specifically for Hebrew literary translators. The British Centre for
Literary Translation, based at the University of East Anglia in England, offers translation summer schools but
so far there has not been any focus on Hebrew translation. Several years ago translator Betsy Rosenberg
conducted a workshop at the BCLT in translation of children’s literature, and Peter Cole held a seminar on
his book The Dream of the Poem (a translation of medieval Hebrew poetry), but such Hebrew provision has
been incidental and has come about through a focus on genre, for example, rather than being languagedriven. However, the BCLT will be hosting the 2011 award of the Porjes Prize for translation from Hebrew.
Translators House, based at Tŷ Newydd in Cricieth, Wales, also offers workshop intensives and residencies for
translators, but again there is no opportunity specifically for translators from Hebrew, nor any plans at
present to offer one.

6.5 Translators’ conditions of work and translation quality monitoring
6.5.1 Quality assessment
The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation comments on the ‘often amateur character of
translations and the limited forms of distribution’ of Hebrew literature in translation during the first part of
the twentieth century, in association with the Zionist movement.22 There has been a great change since then,
with translation quality improving dramatically. However, the main agency promoting and commissioning
Hebrew literature in translation is not always a producer of quality translations. The Guide comments, in
2000, that ‘the existence of a government-funded Israel Institute for the Translation of Hebrew Literature
has undoubtedly done a great deal for the propagation of Israeli Hebrew literature in translation, but it has
to be said that generally speaking the quality of translations produced under its auspices is not really
comparable to that of those on the free market’. 23 Further, the author suggests that despite developments
in the final years of the twentieth century, ‘the influence of the state-sponsored translation institute is still
strongly felt... not only in the choice of authors translated but particularly in the prominence of a small
number of Israel-based translators, who tend to be out of touch with the nuances of the fast-changing English
language and to impose a homogenous character on the widely differing prose they translate’. 24 Although this
is echoed by Martine Halban, of London-based press Halban Publishers, it is for different reasons. Halban
have not taken up any of the ITHL-sponsored work for commercial reasons she explains. ‘The ITHL does
really terrific work. They are very thorough, and help writers when they start off.’
Perhaps the ITHL’s limited resources have an effect on the quality of the work it can represent as much as on
the translations it can commission. While publishers on the whole feel that the quality of their translation is
good, there is also a sense that some of the work is over-Americanized in tone.

22
23
24

The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation, p. 395.
Ibid., p. 395.
Ibid., p. 398-9.
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This suggests that although the ITHL is careful about translation quality, and submits work to a committee of
experts, it cannot perhaps be viewed as the best arbiter of translation quality. Publishers rely on translators
they have used in the past to good effect, where possible, although the most sought-after translators have
become inaccessible for smaller publishers because their fees are too high. Publishers also make assessments
on the translator’s track record and on networking among those who are competent to comment on original
and translation, and this appears to be the only mechanism by which quality is assessed before it is
published: after publication, evidently, the quality of the translation (though not with respect to its original)
is, in effect, assessed through reviews, sales and prizes.
Reviewers in the mainstream press do not on the whole comment on the quality of the translation, either
with respect to the original (and usually are not in a position to do so) nor on its own terms, offering instead,
if translation is mentioned at all, a somewhat anodyne assessment of how the translation ‘reads’ or ‘flows’ in
English. As Nicholas de Lange observes: ‘The usual problems of translated literature apply to translations
from Hebrew: reviewers very rarely know Hebrew, and are not sent a copy of the original, so any comments
they make about the translation tend to be ill-informed and bland (e.g. “The translation reads very
fluently”).’ Frequently, translators’ names are omitted from reviews, and it is often the case that a book is
not identified as a translation at all. In some cases, the publisher itself has been guilty of not identifying the
work as a translation, or not including the name of the translator in the publication.
Nicholas de Lange offers the recent example of David Grossman’s widely anticipated novel, To the End of the
Land, published in translation in September 2010: ‘In The Independent Linda Grant reviews the latest novel
by David Grossman, translated by Jessica Cohen. The translator is credited in the heading, but the reviewer,
who I think knows Hebrew, does not refer to her. However on the next page Amanda Hopkinson, a translator
herself and a specialist in Iberian literature, reviews Margaret Jull Costa’s translation of Jose Saramago’s last
book, and she too makes no comment on the translation. I am led to wonder if it is the paper’s policy to
deter reviewers from commenting on the quality of the translation. The Independent has an excellent
literary editor who takes an interest in foreign literature, so it’s sad if that is the policy.’
6.5.2 Prizes
Several prizes, both Jewish or Hebrew-specific, and more general international translation awards all add to
an increased professionalism and a raising of standards.
Independent Foreign Fiction Prize
The Independent Foreign Fiction Prize has been organized in its present form for ten years, and has received
support from Arts Council England and other sponsors. It is a high-status and respected prize for fiction in
translation in Britain and beyond. Hebrew work in translation has been shortlisted and longlisted several
times:
2009 shortlist: AB Yehoshua, Friendly Fire (translated by Stuart Schoffman); longlist: Eshkol Nevo,
Homesick (translated by Sondra Silverston)
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2008 longlist: Sayed Kashua, Let It Be Morning (translated by Miriam Shlesinger)
2006 longlist: David Grossman, Lovers and Strangers (translated by Jessica Cohen)
Man Booker International Prize
A.B. Yehoshua was nominated for the inaugural prize in 2005.
International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award
Shortlisted: Sayed Kashua, Let It Be Morning
Longlisted: Zeruya Shalev, Husband and Wife
TLS-Risa Domb/Porjes Prize for Hebrew-English Translation
The premier prize for translation from Hebrew is the TLS-Risa Domb/Porjes Prize for Hebrew-English
Translation. This triennial prize for translation from Hebrew to English is sponsored by the Porjes Trust in
association with the Times Literary Supplement and administered by the Jewish Book Council in conjunction
with the Society of Authors.
The award to the translator is £2,000 and is for a full-length book of general interest and literary merit,
published in English, between January and December of the three years preceding the award year, although
the original may be from any period.
For the 2010 award, the winner was announced in the TLS and the prize awarded at the Society of Authors
Literary Translation Prize ceremony, along with six other translation prizes administered by the Society of
Authors. Eligible books are those available, though not necessarily published, in the UK.
Jewish Quarterly-Wingate Literary Prize
The prize was established in 1977 by the late Harold Hyam Wingate, and formerly known as the Wingate
Prize. The Jewish Quarterly-Wingate Literary Prize is now in its 31st year, and the prize amount is £4,000 for
the author. Jewish and non-Jewish authors resident in the UK, British Commonwealth, Europe and Israel are
eligible, and eligible books must be in English, either originally or in translation. Poetry is excluded. Works in
translation from Hebrew are frequently on shortlists and often win:
2009 shortlist: Amir Gutfreund, The World a Moment Later, translated by Jessica Cohen (Toby Press).
2008 winner: Etgar Keret, Missing Kissinger, translated by Miriam Shlesinger and Sondra Silverston (Chatto &
Windus).
2007 shortlist: A. B. Yehoshua, A Woman in Jerusalem (translated by Hillel Halkin)
2005 co-winner: Amoz Oz, A Tale of Love and Darkness (translated by Nicholas de Lange)
2004 co-winner: David Grossman, Someone to Run With (translated by Vered Almog and Maya Gurantz)
2004 shortlist: A.B. Yehoshua, The Liberated Bride (translated by Hillel Halkin)
1999 winner: Dorit Rabinyan, Persian Brides (translated by Yael Lotan)
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1998 shortlist: David Grossman, The ZigZag Kid (translated by Betsy Rosenberg)
Unfortunately, and suggestively, most press releases for the prize and announcements of winners do not
mention translation or translators’ names.
6.5.3 Professional association
Only two UK-based translators are members of the Society of Authors and of the Translators Association,
which is a subsidiary of it. Of the sixty-odd translators working in English in the last twenty years, some are
members of the Israeli Translators Association (http://www.ita.org.il), which is a broader professional body
whose remit includes but is not exclusively literature or publishing. At the time of writing, neither the ITA
nor the Institute for the Translation of Hebrew Literature list of translators is currently available to the
public, so it is difficult to cross check with either of these professional associations. Only one translator
(Jessica Cohen) from the list given in section 5.1.1, above, is a member of the American Translators
Association

(http://www.atanet.org),

while

the

American

Literary

Translators

Association

(https://www.utdallas.edu/alta) does not provide a publicly-searchable database of members.
As Nicholas de Lange and Sondra Silverston’s quite different examples show, an expertise in the language, a
familiarity with and close sensitivity to the literature, and immersion in translation training equip many
translators to undertake excellent work. The translation of literature from Hebrew is in a healthy and vibrant
state, with prime translators of high calibre, such as these two or Hillel Hankin, in great demand and
consequently able to demand increasing fees.
The low level of membership in professional bodies may perhaps change as the market for and publication of
Hebrew translation expands. The need to filter and judge translator quality by professional association may
also grow, particularly for publishers without any in-house expertise in the language of origin or without a
tradition of Jewish or Hebrew translation specialism. As pressure on translators’ time increases, and fees rise
accordingly, smaller publishers may well need to turn to untried translators, but at present there has been a
sufficient volume of translated work available in the UK and in distribution from the US to be able to judge
translator quality by track record and canvassing of opinion through informal networks.
Overall, there is a sense from translators and publishers that there has been a great improvement in quality
in the last ten years. Sondra Silverston comments: ‘The quality of literary translations from Hebrew to
English, is as far as I can tell, fairly good,’ while as indicated above, Nicholas de Lange also feels that ‘on the
whole I think the picture is quite positive’.
6.5.4 Rates of pay
For the most part, translators report that fees for Hebrew translation are fairly standard, but they appear
reluctant to divulge the fees they charge. Halban Publishers reports that they might be required to pay
upwards of £15,000 for a translation, which, given the volume of work involved and its required expertise,
does not appear to them exorbitant (this is a fee that they share with a US publisher, as they produce coeditions).
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Rates of pay for translation vary, and translators negotiate rates for individual projects with publishers. The
Translators Association of the Society of Authors does not recommend pay rates but suggests a minimum of
£85 per 1,000 words for prose and of £0.85 per line for poetry. Jessica Cohen charges $0.18 – $0.22 per word
or $180 to $220 per 1000 words or approximately £120-£145 for non-literary translation but estimates literary
translation by project rather than by word count. 25
Rates of pay offered by the Institute for Translation of Hebrew Literature also vary, according to editorial
director Dr Deborah Guth. For literary fiction they pay translators fees ranging from £170–£280 per ‘galley’ (a
galley or print-sheet is 24,000 print characters in a Word file; for the purpose of translation estimates,
English is calculated as 1/3 longer than the Hebrew), and £7–10 per line of poetry. According to one
translator, the Institute pays about half of what literary translators get these days, and this translator quotes
the going rate as being about NIS 440 per 1000 words, or £75 per 1000 words, which is approximately what
the British publishers paid.
Rates of pay for translation make publishing translations difficult for publishers, particularly for small
publishers, as editorial costs of translations already raise overall production costs. Halban’s practice of
sharing costs by producing co-editions with a US-publisher is one innovative solution, but this of course cuts
out the very much larger potential US market from their sales.

7 Conclusions and recommendations
While this report is not exhaustive, and there is a great deal of further research to be done, it is possible to
draw some conclusions, both about the general state of Hebrew literary translation in the UK and Ireland
(including quality, quantity, reception and availability), and about the key concerns touched on in the
introduction. These key concerns included: 1) questions about the relationship of the UK to the larger
Anglophone world, especially the US, with its particular market pull, and the impact of the US market
dominance on accessibility and cultural particularly of translations; 2) the identification of niche Jewish
concerns on the one hand, and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict relationship on the other in public perceptions
and expectations of Hebrew literature in translation; and, related to this, 3) the possible impact of the
cultural boycott movement.

7.1 Summary of key issues, problems and obstacles
7.1.1 UK v. US pull of market
While sheer numbers dictate the irresistible market pull of the US for translation into English, and for the
availability of translators, strong efforts are made to render non-US nuance in translation for the UK/Ireland
market. UK publishers sometimes have to go to great lengths to un-Americanize translations, and this adds to
the greater editorial commitment (in time and money) of publishing translations. On the other hand, Sondra
Silverston reports that a translation she was commissioned to do for a UK publisher was not Americanized for
25

Jessica Cohen quotes these rates on her website: www.thehebrewtranslator.com
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a later US edition, and a reviewer commented on the unfamiliar British feel of the translation: while praising
the book and the translation, it mentioned that ‘there were moments when it felt like the action was taking
place in a British country village and not in Israel’.
Works that are published in the US and distributed in the UK and Ireland without specifically UK editions may
well create a degree of resistance among readers if the translations are overly American in feel. The
dominance in numbers by Toby Press, and, in the future, by Dalkey Archive Press, are a matter of concern in
this regard.
7.1.2 Niche concerns
On the whole, Hebrew literature in translation is not overly constrained by perceptions of it occupying a
niche Jewish interest. Work of Jewish subject matter, while not as well-incorporated as Jewish work in
America, is nevertheless of fairly broad interest in the UK. Nevertheless, there are limits, and therefore the
gaps in Jewish periodical provision is unfortunate, with the Jewish Quarterly appearing somewhat irregularly,
and the Jewish Chronicle reserving little space for books, particularly literature, in its cultural pages. Jewish
Book Week is an exception, providing as it does an important and recognised, highly-regarded and highquality bridge between Jewish material, including Hebrew literature in translation, and a broad public, both
Jewish and non-Jewish.
Hebrew literature in translation probably suffers more from the constraints of perceptions and expectations
about Israel in terms of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict relationship. Consequently, writers whose work does
not fit easily within that framework suffer a degree of marginalization and neglect, both in events and in
reviewing. It is difficult to see how this might be challenged given the current political situation.
7.1.3 Cultural boycott
At present, efforts at a cultural boycott have not significantly impeded the work of authors, translators or
publishers where Hebrew literature in translation is concerned. In two cases – those of Amir Or and A.B.
Yehoshua – there were protests as a consequence of their appearance at events in Ireland. These efforts are,
at present, more likely to be felt as pressure by festivals and events organizers not to accept Israeli
government funding or sponsorship and/or to exclude authors who are in receipt of government funding. For
the most part, this has not been successful. However, for those authors who might not engage with political
matters either in their writing or in their discussion of their work (or who do so against the flow of UK
expectations), these efforts contribute to an atmosphere in which already considerable constraints on work
in translation are felt.

7.2 Translation quality, quantity, reception and availability
7.2.1 Translation conditions
In general, translation from Hebrew has improved greatly in the last twenty years. Translators are paid
standard fees, with the exception of those commissioned by the ITHL, which appears to be able to offer only
lower rates of pay. Training in the UK/Ireland in literary translation does not focus on Hebrew, and there is
certainly room for greater crossover where Hebrew language provision exists in universities alongside
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Translation Studies. While exam subject results in 2010 show that the signs are poor for foreign language
uptake at the secondary school level, Manchester University reports an encouraging upswing in the intake
numbers for Hebrew Studies in 2010/11. Overall, however, the number of graduates in Hebrew is very small
in the UK/Ireland, and this suggests the probability of American translators predominating in the field of
translation into English.
Although work in translation is regularly reviewed, the quality of translation is rarely commented upon, and
the translator’s name is often omitted. Recognition of translators and their work has certainly been provided
by prizes in translation, but there is a great distance to go in the reviewing culture (particularly in the
broadsheet media), and in events and festival organizations to accord appropriate recognition to and foster
interest in translators’ work.
7.2.2 Changes in the publishing scene and its impact on genre
When Halban Publishers began their publishing of Hebrew literature in translation in the late 1980s, very
little work was appearing, and what did appear was mostly of specialist interest. In the 1990s this grew from
small independent presses such as Menard or Halban and university presses to include larger trade imprints
and independents, with Quartet producing some seven titles. Between 2000 and 2010 the number of fiction
titles in translation has ballooned, and Hebrew literature has really arrived in the popular consciousness.
Good quality work in translation proliferates, and A.B. Yehoshua, Amos Oz and David Grossman – and to a
lesser extent, Yehuda Amichai – are literary household names.
With that success come losses, however. The range of translation appears to have narrowed, both in the
number of authors and the genres being translated. Larger presses, including larger independents such as
Bloomsbury and Canongate, and various imprints of trade publishers Random House (including Vintage,
Chatto & Windus and Jonathan Cape) now take up a very few Israeli authors and publish them in quite
prodigious quantities. Smaller presses are consequently less able to compete. This is difficult for an
independent such as Halban, which still publishes A.B. Yehoshua, who has an enormous international
reputation (and enjoys celebrity status in Italy). Despite that reputation, he has not received quite the
attention he deserves in the UK – not, perhaps, because of quality or the particular resonance for a British
audience, but because of the market and media impact that the larger presses can achieve compared to a
press that produces relatively few titles a year.
At the same time, the genres that are published appear to have narrowed somewhat. The cause is probably,
again, the market pressures created by changes in the publishing sector. In the 1990s, of some ten volumes
of poetry in translation (either single-authored or anthologies), five were published by UK presses, but
between 2000 and 2010, of some nine poetry volumes, only one was published in the UK. Although there is a
great deal of excellent poetry that remains untranslated, the translation field is heavily dominated by
fiction. If fiction has largely eclipsed poetry, this is perhaps the price that must be paid for the much wider
general acceptance of and interest in Hebrew literature in translation: poetry has always had a relatively
small readership, but fiction is perhaps seen as being a more accessible and popular genre.
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7.2.3 Under-representation of women writers
In the years 1990 to 2000, books by men vastly outnumbered translated books by women: there were more
than twice as many single-author volumes by men as by women. Women’s work in translation has tended to
be more heavily poetry and has tended to be published by smaller presses or in occasional co-editions, as is
the case with Loki Books, in association with the Feminist Press in New York. The concentration of Hebrew
literature in translation in trade and larger independent presses, and its dominance by male fiction writers,
therefore might be expected to have a continuing deleterious effect on the availability and visibility of
women’s work in translation. In the first decade of the twenty-first century, the number of editions or reeditions by men does indeed again greatly outweigh that by women. However, the actual number of women
authors in translation has increased and now includes volumes of short stories, novels, and, interestingly,
crime and thriller genres. Although there are multiple titles and editions by a small group of male writers
(Aharon Appelfeld, David Grossman, A.B. Yehoshua, Amos Oz and, more recently, Etgar Keret and Eshkol
Nevo), women writers across the range of genres tend to have only one or very few titles available in
translation, and their visibility is poor compared to that of the older and emerging generation of male Israeli
fiction writers.
Hebrew literature in translation is doing extremely well in numbers, and for a few authors extremely well in
reputation. However, women’s writing, particularly in the UK, has a very long distance to go. The absence of
women fiction writers is very marked, and this is reflected also in festival events, such as Jewish Book Week.
The reasons for this disparity need urgently to be examined and addressed. As the fourth issue of Modern
Hebrew Literature (2007) was intended to showcase women writers with excerpts of fiction, poetry, essays
and a discussion between three prominent women authors, this gap has perhaps been identified by ITHL, and
it may well be that efforts are already under way in part to address it, though there is inevitably a time-lag
between promotion efforts and results.
There are also notable absences in children’s literature and drama, observed in the Oxford Guide in 2000,
and still true ten years later. There is very little drama published in general in the UK, except by established
and well-known playwrights, and drama in translation is therefore going to be doubly challenging.
Nevertheless, Loki Books has begun in part to address this gap, perhaps due in large part to the particular
interest of the director who is herself an award-winning playwright.
While a breadth of form is not as well represented as it should be, the breadth of cultural background is
beginning to change. There has been a perception in the past (again, noted in the Oxford Guide) that
predominantly Ashkenazi work is made available in translation, which is to say work by writers of a
European-Jewish background, but more work from Mizrachi authors (Jewish writers with a background in the
Arab and Muslim world) is now available, and, as knowledge of the Mizrachi experience grows through such
award-winning non-fiction publications as Rachel Shabi’s Not the Enemy, so too perhaps a better uptake of
fiction and poetry in translation from writers of more diverse backgrounds will result. Arab writers who
choose to write in Hebrew, such as Sayed Kashua, have been represented in translation, but this perhaps is
seen as something of an anomaly, being treated with a degree of curiosity in the press. A major gap in
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provision and governmental support exists for Arab writers writing in Arabic, but this is outside the remit of
the ITHL and outside the remit of this particular report.
7.2.4 UK versus US publishers
With more than thirty titles in translation from Hebrew in the last ten years, Toby Press, whose books are
distributed in the UK (and who appear to be based in Israel and the US), vastly outweighs the publishing
output of other presses. However, although its books are distributed in the UK, this does not necessarily
translate into bookshop and library uptake and acquisitions: a title being available might mean it is available
to those already in the know but does not necessarily mean it is promoted and reviewed. Indeed, Toby’s
distributor reports that there is little outlet for press coverage for smaller presses. Random House’s various
imprints between them have published or reissued in multiple editions a great number of titles, some of
them with translations dating back to the 1970s and early 80s. Vintage, for example, has published some
fifteen titles in the last ten years, many of which are paperback and in some cases are Vintage Classics
reissues of earlier Chatto & Windus or Jonathan Cape titles. In the last ten years, seven publishers produced
more than seventy-five titles (some of them multiple editions), while another twenty publishers produced
some forty. It will be interesting and instructive to compare the impact of Toby Press, who arrived on the
publishing scene ten years ago with a substantial commitment to Hebrew literature in translation, with the
arrangement made in 2010 between Dalkey Archive Press in the US and the Institute for Translation of
Hebrew Literature, which will result in the publication and distribution of some three books each year.
As indicated in the report, it is difficult to keep tidily separate the picture of UK and US publishing of Hebrew
work in translation, because of international distribution and multi-national trade presses. It is therefore
difficult to confidently identify trends in publishing, let alone their causes. It is striking, however, that
whereas fewer small independent and academic English presses are publishing fewer works in translation,
three presses in Ireland have published the poet Amir Or (these are Dedalus and Poetry Ireland and Waxwing
Books). It may well be that presses in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, as well as small presses in
England and the Republic of Ireland, could provide a greater counter-balance and complement to the
concentration of the few Israeli authors in large English and multi-national publishers; indeed, if a more
representative range of Israeli work in translation is to be made available and known, this might be one way
forward. Such efforts would still serve the purpose of providing gateway translation for onward translation
into other languages.
7.2.5 Reception and coverage
Aside from the ‘big three’ (Oz, Grossman, and, to a lesser degree Yehoshua), work in translation receives
sporadic attention in the broadsheet press. Where authors also engage in political discussion, as is the case
for example with Amos Oz, there is more extensive coverage. Festivals include Israeli authors regularly, but
again have a tendency to focus on the dominant names, and to focus events on the conflict. These are trends
that are difficult to challenge, as they both arise from and feed into perceptions and expectations about the
culture. The relatively narrow focus on the three big names (or five, if the emerging writers Etgar Keret and
Eshkol Nevo are included) might well bear further examination. Film, football and political orientation all
contribute to the growing profile of younger emerging writers.
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7.3 Recommendations
7.3.1 Bibliography
There are many areas of research that need further investigation. In the absence of a reliable, exhaustive,
and easily-accessible bibliography of works in translation by country, it is not possible to get a full picture of
the history of translation, nor discern trends in translation publishing. A collaborative effort between
publishers, the British Library and the ITHL could yield a reliable resource for researchers.
7.3.2 Translator database
In the same regard, an up-to-date, fully-detailed contact database of currently active translators (identified
by country of origin, so as to assess UK/US questions of translation) needs to be compiled. In the absence of
any significant membership in professional associations, and in the absence of publicly- accessible data
among some of those associations, such information is hard to come by except through publisher-by-publisher
appeal.
7.3.3 Publicists and media
It has not been possible within the time-frame of this report to examine media coverage of translated work
outside the mainstream press, including radio, television and online material. Access to publishers’ publicists
and marketing departments would be an invaluable resource not only for this basic information, but for the
extensive knowledge that publicists in particular would have about responses to and perceptions of work in
translation.
7.3.4 The book trade
In addition to interviewing publicists, it is essential to get a better picture of the trade end of publishing in
order to ascertain attitudes – and barriers – to the uptake of work in translation by the public. Sales reps,
bookshop buyers, distributors and publicists need to be approached and interviewed to get a picture of the
attitudes and barriers that exist in that last intervening section of the publishing endeavour between book
production and reader. Online retailers such as Amazon or the Book Depository also need to be assessed both
in terms of patterns of buying and patterns of related publicity.
7.3.5 Libraries
Libraries are a key component in the delivery and accessibility of work in translation. Although library
budgets are reduced year on year, again it has not been possible within the framework of this report to
assess the impact of those kinds of cuts on work in translation. Both borrowing statistics and acquisition
policy and trends would reveal useful information and patterns of interest on the part of the public, as well
as make it possible to draw closer connections between the impact of, for example, reviews and festival or
media appearances, and spikes in interest by the reading public. In addition, library borrowing statistics
might yield powerful arguments about the interest in translation in support of grant applications, which, for
example, would not be evident in sales.
7.3.6 Publishers and ITHL
Further research is needed on the relationship between publishers and the ITHL, the impact of ITHL’s efforts
to publicize the literature, and the question of particular relationships, if any, with Toby Press and with
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Dalkey Archive Press. In addition, the question of the relationship between remuneration and quality of
translation needs to be further investigated, as does the situation of authors not represented by ITHL, and
non-Hebrew language literature in Israel.

7.4 Policy recommendations
7.4.1 Ensuring diversity
More resources need to be made available to smaller presses publishing work in translation, in order to
ensure that diversity across culture, gender, subject matter, language and genre is achieved. Funding needs
to be made available to those smaller publishers, whether in the form of commissioned translations of
quality, or in the form of publicity and marketing support, so that they can effectively compete in a crowded
market largely hostile to translation. PEN support for the Eli Amir title published by Halban, for example,
resulted in a higher profile than would otherwise have been possible.
7.4.2 Outreach to independent presses
As larger publishers and conglomerates are fairly narrow in their commitments to work in translation,
outreach to smaller independent presses is needed in order to achieve the diversity identified above – an
outcome that is likely to be best served by promoting Israel’s literatures in translation to smaller publishers
alongside larger ones. These might be publishers with translation lists, publishers with Jewish interests, or
publishers specializing in particular genres or forms. ITHL has limited resources for such outreach beyond its
existing activities. Consequently, it would be necessary to compile a list of smaller publishers in the UK and
Ireland to target with ITHL’s existing publicity materials.
7.4.3 A centralized online resource
At present it is difficult to easily access information about work in translation, whether out of print,
available or imminent. A simple but high-quality, current, online resource with links to such organizations as
the ITHL, the Society of Authors/Translators Association, as well as Booktrust and Jewish Book Week and a
libraries agency would greatly benefit the overall profile of Hebrew literature in translation. It would also
assist in the reliable cataloguing and recording of work in the National Bibliography, and would be a resource
for the public, the trade, and the press.
7.4.4 Educating reviews editors
Reviews editors in the UK are notoriously poor at ensuring proper recognition of translation quality and even
translator names. A concerted effort is needed to change this reviewing culture across the board, perhaps
under the aegis of the Translators Association or the Society of Authors.
7.4.5 Translation resources
This report is written at a time when the ITHL, the primary means of promoting Hebrew literature in
translation to the world, is facing cuts to its already inadequate budget. As the ITHL itself argues, translation
into English is a priority, as it provides for onward translation into other languages. At the same time, Arts
Councils and other publicly-funded bodies throughout the UK are announcing significant cuts, which will
affect the commissioning, publication and promotion of work in translation into English. Yet the need for
translation between languages and cultures, particularly in the Middle East, has never been greater. New and
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innovative approaches need to be developed to argue the case for financial support for literary translation –
arguments about reduction of conflict, cross-cultural dialogue and international relations, for example, with
a view to accessing sources of money that are not traditionally available for the arts, for literature, for
translation or for publishing – such as charitable foundations, private individuals and innovative sponsorships.
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9 Bibliography of works translated from Hebrew into English (UK & Ireland) 1990 – 2010
The bibliography is based on the National Bibliography at the British Library and on a list of translations from Hebrew into English supplied by the Institute for
Translation of Hebrew Literature. The report will be updated with a list of the Institute’s translators and an indication of which books have been subsidized by it
when this information is received from the ITHL.
Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Novel

Kaniuk, Yoram

His daughter

Bito

Seymour
Simckes

Paladin

London

1990

London: Paladin, 1987
London: Halban
Publishers, 1988

Fiction

Yehoshua, A. B.

Five seasons

Molkho

Hillel Halkin

Flamingo

London

1990

c1989

Novel

Almagor, Gila

The summer of Aviya

Hillel Halkin

Collins

London

1991

Novel

Dagan, Avigdor

The court jesters : a
novel

Barbara
Harshav

Bloomsbury

London

1991

I.M. Lask

University of
Cambridge,
Centre for
Modern
Hebrew
Studies

Cambridge

1991

Poetry

Greenberg, Uri Zvi

Uri Zvi Greenberg : 100
years since his birth

Letsane hehatser

Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society, 1989

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Novel

Ka-tzetnik 135633

House of Dolls

Bet ha-bubot

Moshe M.
Kohn

Grafton

London

1991

New York : Simon &
Schuster, 1955
London : Muller, 1956
Hamilton & Co, 1958
St Albans
: Mayflower, 1973

Fiction

Oz, Amos

My Michael

Mikha'el sheli

Nicholas de
Lange with
the author

Vintage

London

1991

Chatto & Windus, 1972

Novel

Appelfeld, Aron

The healer

Jeffrey M.
Green

Quartet

London

1992

London : Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 1990

Poetry

Goldberg, Leah

On the blossoming

Miriam Billig
Sivan

Garland

New York;
London

1992

Fiction

Oz, Amos

To know a woman

Nicholas de
Lange

Vintage

London

1992

London : Chatto &
Windus, 1991

Fiction

Oz, Amos

Touch the water,
touch the wind

Nicholas de
Lange with
the author

Vintage

London

1992

New York : Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1974
London : Chatto &
Windus, 1975

Fiction

Oz, Amos

Unto death

Nicholas de
Lange

Vintage

London

1992

London: Chatto & Windus,
1971

Al ha-perihah
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Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Short
Stories

Oz, Amos

Where the jackals howl
: and other stories

Novel

Appelfeld, Aron

The age of wonders

Fiction

Oz, Amos

Black box

Fiction

Weissbrem, Israel

The world of Israel
Weissbrem

Novel

Appelfeld, Aron

To the land of the
reeds

Fiction

Oz, Amos

Fima

Fiction

Yehoshua, A. B.

Mr. Mani

Category

Short
Stories

Agnon, Shmuel Yosef

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Nicholas de
Lange and
Philip
Simpson

Vintage

London

1992

London: Chatto & Windus,
1980

Tor ha-pela'ot

Dalya Bilu

Quartet

London

1993

Boston, Mass.: Godine,
1981

Kufsah
shehorah

Nicholas de
Lange with
the author

Vintage

London

1993

London: Chatto & Windus,
1988
London : Flamingo, 1989

Alan D.
Crown

Westview

Boulder;
Oxford

1993

London

1994

New York: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 1986, 1987

Original title

Jeffrey M.
Quartet Books
Green
Ha-matsav ha- Nicholas de
shelishi
Lange

Vintage

London

1994

London : Chatto &
Windus, 1993

Hillel Halkin

Phoenix

London

1994

London : Halban
Publishers, 1993

1995

c1995: Schocken Books
Originally published as A
book that was lost & other
stories,

A book that was lost :
thirty-five stories

Toby
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New Milford
(CT)

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Valentine
Mitchell

Ilford

1995

2003 McLeary Michael,

Quartet

London

1995

London : Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 1988

Quartet

London

1995

Quartet

London

1995

Macmillan

London

1995

London

1995

Mellen Poetry
Press

Lewiston;
Lampeter

c1995

Chana Bloch University of
and Stephen California
Mitchell
Press

Berkeley;
London

1996

Novel

Akavia, Miriam

An end to childhood

Michael P.
McLeary and
Jeanette
Goldman

Novel

Appelfeld, Aron

The immortal Bartfuss

Jeffrey M.
Green

Novel

Appelfeld, Aron

Katerina

KĚŁatĚŁerinah

Novel

Appelfeld, Aron

Unto the soul

Ad nefesh

Novel

Michael, Sami

Victoria

Poetry

Rachel

Flowers of perhaps :
selected poems of
Ra'hel

Poetry

Shafrir, Moshe

The promise of rain

Poetry

Amichai, Yehuda

The selected poetry of
Yehuda Amichai

Jeffrey M.
Green
Jeffrey M.
Green
Dalya Bilu

Robert
Friend, with
Menard Press
Shimon
Sandbank
ha-Havtahah
le-geshem
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New York : Random
House, 1992
New York : Schocken,
1998

New York : HarperCollins,
1992

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Novel

Appelfeld, Aron

For every sin

Al Kol
Hapshaim

Jeffrey M.
Green

Grove Press

New York

1996

London: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 1989
London: Quartet
Encounters, 1995

Fiction

Oz, Amos

Don't call it night

Al tagidi laila

Nicholas de
Lange

Vintage

London

1996

London : Chatto &
Windus, c1994, 1995,

Pagis, Dan

The selected poetry of
Dan Pagis

Stephen
Mitchell

University of
California
Press

Berkeley;
London

1996

Fiction

Porat, Elisha

The messiah of La
Guardia

Alan Sacks

Mosaic

Fiction

Yehoshua, A. B.

Open heart

Dalya Bilu

Halban
Publishers

Amichai, Yehuda

The great tranquillity :
questions and answers

Poetry

Poetry

Novel

Castel-Bloom, Orly

Dolly city

MashiahĚŁ miLah-Gardyah
vĚŁe-sipurim
ahĚŁerim

Shalṿah
gedolah

Oakville, Ont. c1996

London

1996

Glenda
Sheep
Riverdale-onAbramson and Meadow Press Hudson, NY;
Tudor Parfitt New York Great Britain

c1997

Loki
(UNESCO
collection of
representative works)

1997

Dalya Bilu

67

London

New York : Harper & Row,
c1983

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Fiction

Oz, Amos

Panther in the
basement

Panter
bamartef

Nicholas de
Lange

Vintage

London

1997

c1995

Fiction

Perl, Joseph

Joseph Perl's "Revealer
of secrets" : the first
Hebrew novel

Megaleh
temirin

Dov Taylor

Westview

Boulder,
Colo. ;
Oxford

1997

Poetry

Shabtai, Aharon

Love & selected poems

Novel

Ben-Ner, Yitzhak

Rustic sunset & other
stories

ShekĚŁiĘżah
kefarit

Robert
Whitehill

Lynne
Rienner

Boulder;
London

1998

Novel

Grossman, David

The zigzag kid

Yesh yeladim
zigzag

Betsy
Rosenberg

Bloomsbury

London

1998

Novel

Barbash, Benny

My first Sony

Dalya Bilu

Headline
Review

London

1999

Poetry

Gabriel Levin (ed.)

Found in translation : a
hundred years of
modern Hebrew poetry

Robert Friend

Menard

London

1999

Peter Cole

68

Sheep
Riverdale-onMeadow Press Hudson, N.Y.

c1997

1997

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Novel

Grossman, David

Duel

Betsy
Rosenberg

Bloomsbury

London

1999

1998

Poetry

Habushah, Shelomoh

Hourglass

Riva Rubin

Oxfordian
Institute

Oxford

1999

Drama

Marion Baraitser (ed.)

Echoes of Israel :
contemporary drama

Loki Books

London

1999

Novel

Matalon, Ronit

The one facing us

Marsha
Weinstein

Henry Holt

New York

1999

Fiction

Yehoshua, A. B.

The continuing silence
of a poet : the
collected stories of A.
B. Yehoshua

various

Halban
Publishers

London

1999

Fiction

Yehoshua, A. B.

A journey to the end of MasaĘż el tom Nicholas de
the millennium
ha-elef
Lange

Halban
Publishers

London

1999

Novel

Agnon, Shmuel Yosef

Princeton
University
Press

Princeton,
N.J. ; [Great
Britain]

c2000

Only yesterday

Original title

Barbara
Harshav

69

London: Halban
Publishers, 1988
London : Flamingo, 1990

Princeton, N.J. ;
Chichester : Princeton
University Press, 2002

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Novel

Agnon, Shmuel Yosef

The bridal canopy

Novel

Horn, Shifra

Four mothers

Novel

Lapid, Haim

Breznitz

Poetry

The defiant muse :
Hebrew feminist poems
Shirley Kaufman et al.
from antiquity to the
(eds)
present : a bilingual
anthology

Short
Stories

Baron, Devorah; edited
The first day and other
by Chana Kronfeld and
stories
Naomi Seidman

Original title

Arbaʿ imahot

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

I.M. Lask

Syracuse
University
Press

Dalya Bilu
Yael Lotan

Year

1st edition or reprint

Syracuse,
N.Y. ; [Great
Britain]

2000

Originally published: New
York : Schocken Books,
1967

Piatkus

London

2000

New York : St. Martin's,
1999

Toby Press

London

2000

Loki Books

London

2000

Berkeley ;
London

2001

Naomi
University of
Seidman with
California
Chana
Press
Kronfeld

70

Originally published, New
York: Feminist Press,
1999.

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

Dagan, Batsheva

Imagination : blessed
be, cursed be :
reminiscences from
there

Novel

Anna Sotto

Memoir
Publications

Newark

2001,
c1997

Novel

Horn, Shifra

The fairest among
women

H. Sacks

Piatkus

London

2001

Novel

Kenaz, Yehoshuʿa

Returning lost loves

Dalya Bilu

Steerforth ;
Turnaround

Vermont,
Calif. ;
London :

2001

Novel

Shalev, Meir

Four meals

Canongate

Edinburgh

2001

Novel

Di-Nur, Shelomoh

Adiel

Toby Press

London

2002

Novel

Kimhi, Alona

Weeping Susannah

Panther

London

2002

Category

Original title

Barbara
Harshav
Philip
Simpson
Susannah habochiah

Dalya Bilu

71

1st edition or reprint

c1994, 2000

London: Harvill, 2001

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

Loki
(Published in
association
with the
European
Jewish
Publication
Society)

London

2002

Nicholas de
Lange with
the author

Vintage

London

2002

London: Chatto & Windus,
2001

Translator

Cherries in the icebox :
contemporary Hebrew
Marion Baraitser and
Short stories
short stories ;
Haya Hoffman (eds)
introduction by Haya
Hoffman.

Novel

Oz, Amos

The same sea

Novel

Peleg, Dorit

Miss Fanny's voice

Michal Sapir
with the
author

Vintage

London

2002

London : Jonathan Cape,
2001

Novel

Rabinyan, Dorit

Our weddings

Yael Lotan

Bloomsbury

London

2002

2001

Novel

Shabtai, Yaakov

Past continuous

Novel

Shalev, Meir

The blue mountain

Oto Ha-Yam

1st edition or reprint

Zikhron
devarim

Dalya Bilu

Tusk Ivories

Hillel Halkin

Canongate

72

Philadelphia, Pa.: Jewish
2002
Publication Society of
Woodstock,
(2004
America, 1985.
N.Y.
printing) Reissued by Duckworth in
2004
Edinburgh

2002

U.S.: HarperCollins, 1991;
Edinburgh: Canongate,
2001

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Novel

Shalev, Tseruyah

Love life

Haye ahavah.

Dalya Bilu

Canongate

Edinburgh

2002

Grove Press, 2001, c2000,

Moshe Dor University of
Madison, Wis.
and Barbara
Wisconsin
; London
Goldberg
Press

2002

Vered Almog
and Maya
Bloomsbury
Gurantz

2003

Poetry

Someck, Ronny

The fire stays red

Novel

Grossman, David

Be my knife

Novel

Kenaz, Yehoshuʿa

Infiltration

Dalya Bilu

Drama

Levin, Hanoch

The Labor of Life:
Selected Plays

Barbara
Harshav

Poetry

Lieblich, Amia

Learning about Lea

Rachel Tzvia
Back and Athena Press
Robert Friend

London

2003

St. Martin's;
Jessica Cohen Godalming :
Melia

New York

2003

Novel

Matalon, Ronit

Bliss

Novel

Megged, Aharon

Foiglman

Novel

Oz, Amos

Soumchi

Soumchi

London

Zoland ;
Cambridge,
Turnaround Mass.; London
Stanford
University
Press

2003

2003

Marganit
WeinbergerRotman

Toby Press

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2003

Amos Oz and
Penelope
Farmer

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2003

73

2002

New York: Harper & Row,
1980

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Fiction

Shalev, Tseruyah

Husband and wife

Novel

Yehoshua, Abraham B

Poetry

Novel

Original title

Ba’al ve-ishah

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint
New York : Grove Press,
2001
Edinburgh : Canongate,
2002

Dalya Bilu

Canongate

Edinburgh

2003

The liberated bride

Hillel Halkin

Halban
Publishers

London

2003

Wieseltier, Meir

The flower of anarchy :
selected poems

Shirley
Kaufman,
with the
author

University of
California
Press

Berkeley,
Calif. ;
London

c2003

Avisar, Yaʿakov

The road to Zion

Edna Sharoni

Athena

London

2004

Hanover,
N.H.; London

2004

Novel

Beʾer, Haim

Feathers

Hillel Halkin

Brandeis
University
Press ;
Eurospan,

Misc.

Berdichevsky, Micah
Joseph

Miriam & other stories

Richard Flint
et al.

Toby Press

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2004

Selected poems

edited and
translated by
David
Aberbach

Overlook
Duckworth

London

2004

Poetry

Bialik, Hayyim Nahman

74

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Novel

Brenner, Joseph
Hayyim

Breakdown and
bereavement

Hillel Halkin

Toby Press

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2004

This translation originally
published: Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1971.

Short
Stories

Feierberg, Mordecai
Zeʾev

Whither? & other
stories

Hillel Halkin

Toby

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2004

Juvenile

Grossman, David

Someone to run with

London

2004

2003

Novel

Horn, Shifra

Tamara walks on water

Piatkus

London

2004

2003

Short
Stories

Keret, Etgar

The bus driver who
wanted to be God : &
other stories

Toby

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2004

Juvenile

Keret, Etgar

Dad runs away with the
circus

Candlewick Cambridge,
Press; Walker Mass.; London

2004

Novel

Keret, Etgar and Samir Gaza blues : different
El-Youssef
stories

Original title

Meeshehu
larutz ito

Vered Almog
and Maya
Bloomsbury
Gurantz
Anthony
Berris

Anthology

David Paul

75

London

2004

2006: Sydney : Vision
Australia Information and
Library Service, London :
David Paul,

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Novel

Oz, Amos

Touch the water,
touch the wind

Fiction

Qashu, Sayed

Dancing Arabs

Novel

Short
Stories

Rabinyan, Dorit

Persian brides

Shabtai, Yaakov

Original title

'Arvim rokdim

Translator

Miriam
Shlesinger

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint
New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1974
London: Chatto and
Windus, 1975

Vintage

London

2004

Grove Press

New York

2004
Edinburgh : Canongate,
1996, 1998, 1999, 2000,
2002

Yael Lotan

Canongate

Edinburgh

2004

Uncle Peretz takes off
: short stories

Dalya Bilu

Overlook
Duckworth

Woodstock,
[N.Y.] ;
London

2004

Halban
Publishers

London

2004

Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1978
London: Heinemann, 1979

Novel

Yehoshua, Abraham B

The lover

Philip
Simpson

Short
Stories

Appelfeld, Aron

Badenheim 1939

Dalya Bilu

Penguin

London

2005

New York: Quartet, 1997
Syracuse University Press,
2001

David
Patterson and
Ezra
Spicehandler

Toby

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2005

Boulder, Colo.; Oxford :
Westview, 1999, 2002

Novel

Random harvest : the
Bialik, Hayyim Nahman
novellas of Bialik

76

Category

Short
Stories

Novel

Short
Stories

Novel

Author
surname, name

Gnessin, Uri Nissan

Hazaz, Haim

Hazaz, Haim

Megged, Aharon

Title in translation

Original title

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

Toby Press

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2005

Toby Press

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2005

Hillel Halkin,
Yael Lotan,
Toby ;
Jeffrey
Godalming : New Milford,
Green, I.M.
Melia
Conn.
Lask and Ezra [distributor]
Spicehandler

2005

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2005

Translator

Beside & other stories

Hillel Halkin,
Jeffrey
Green, David
Segal, Yael
Lotan,
Yehuda
Hanegbi,
Reuven and
Judith BenYosef

Gates of bronze

S. Gershon
Levi

The sermon & other
stories

The living on the dead

Misha Louvish

77

Toby

1st edition or reprint

London : Cape, 1970

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Novel

Megged, Aharon

Novel

Novel

Novel

Oz, Amos

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

Mandrakes from the
Holy Land

Sondra
Silverston

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2005

The hill of evil counsel

Nicholas de
Lange with
the author

Original title

Vintage

London

1st edition or reprint

2005

London: Chatto & Windus,
1978
London : Fontana, 1980
London : Flamingo, 1985
London : Vintage, 1993

Oz, Amos

A perfect peace

Menu hah
nekhonah

Hillel Halkin

Vintage

London

2005

London: Chatto &
Windus, 1985
London: Flamingo, 1988
London : Vintage, 1993

Oz, Amos

A tale of love and
darkness

Sipur ʻal
ahavah ṿeḥoshekh

Nicholas de
Lange

Vintage

London

2005

London : Chatto &
Windus, 2004

2005

2004

London

2005

London : Collins, 1989

London

2005

Novel

Sabato, Hayim

Aleppo tales

Philip
Simpson

Novel

Yehoshua, Abraham B

Five seasons

Hillel Halkin

Novel

Yehoshua, Abraham B

A late divorce

Hillel Halkin

78

Toby;
New Milford,
[Godalming :
Conn. ;
Melia,
London
distributor]
Halban
Publishers
Halban
Publishers

Category

Novel

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

My own vineyard : a
Akavia, Miriam; edited
Jewish family in
by Rafael F. Scharf
Krakow between the
wars

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

Karmi sheli

Richard Flanz

Vallentine
Mitchell

London ;
Portland, Or.

2006

Tseruvim

Riva Rubin

Vallentine
Mitchell

London

2006

Sipur ḥayim

Aloma Halter

Penguin

London

2006

Short
Stories

Amiel Irit

Scorched : a collection
of short stories on
survivors

Novel

Appelfeld, Aron

The story of a life

Novel

Aviezer, Shmuel

Rose water

Daniel J.
Chalfen

Children’s
Book

Dagan, Batsheva

If the stars could only
speak

Ziona
Schaffer

Novel

Grossman, David

Lovers and strangers :
two novellas

Bloomington,
Author House Ind. ; Milton
Keynes

Holocaust
Centre

Jessica Cohen Bloomsbury

79

1st edition or reprint

New York: Schocken, 2004
London: Hamish Hamilton,
2005

2006

Notts

c2006

London

2006

2005

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Novel

Guttfreund, Amir

Our Holocaust

Original title

Translator

Sho’ah shelanu Jessica Cohen

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2006

New York

2006

London

2006

Picador ;
Godalming :
Jessica Cohen
Melia
[distributor]
Anthony
Piatkus
Berris

1st edition or reprint

Novel

Hedaya, Yael

Accidents

Novel

Horn, Shifra

Ode to joy

Novel

Katzir, Judith

Closing the sea

Barbara
Harshav

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2006

Vintage

London

2006

Australia: Picador, 2004
London: Chatto & Windus,
2005

Toby

This translation originally
published: 2003

Novel

Keret, Etgar

The Nimrod flip-out

Miriam
Shlesinger
and Sondra
Silverston

Novel

Sabato, Hayim

Adjusting sights

Hillel Halkin

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2006

Let the words :
selected poems

Sheep
Meadow Press
: Distributed
Linda Stern
Riverdale-onby the
Zisquit
Hudson, NY
University
Press of New
England

c2006

Poetry

Wallach, Yona

80

2005

Category

Author
surname, name

Novel

Yehoshua, Abraham B.

Title in translation

Original title

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

Halban
Publishers

London

2006

City Lights

San
Francisco,
Calif.

c2007

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2007

Evan
Fallenberg

Harper
Paperbacks

New York

2007

Evan
Fallenberg

Vintage

London

2007

Vivian Eden

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2007

Miriam
Shlesinger

Atlantic
Books

London

2007

Translator

A woman in Jerusalem Shelihuto shel
: a passion in three ha-memuneh al Hillel Halkin
parts
mash'abe enosh

Novel

Ballas, Shimon

Outcast

Novel

Elon, Emunah

If you awaken love

Novel

Gur, Batya

Murder in Jerusalem

Novel

Hilu, Alon

Death of a monk

Novel

Megged, Aharon

The flying camel and
the golden hump

Fiction

Qashu, Sayed

Let it be morning

Ammiel
Alcalay and
Oz Shelach
Simhah gedolah
David Hazony
ba-shamayim

Mot Ha-Nazir

Ṿa-yehi boḳer

81

1st edition or reprint

London: Harvill Secker,
2006

New York : Black Cat,
2006

Category

Short
Stories

Author
surname, name

Sihor, Rachel

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Center for
Writers &
Translators,
The Arts
Arena.
Published in
association
Ornan Rotem
with the
Center for
Writers &
Translators at
the American
University of
Paris
Toby ;
Godalming :
Dalya Bilu
Melia
[distributor]

Days bygone

Novel

Vogel, David

Married life

Novel

Wolf, Avi

The dance of the balls

Mehol hakadurim

Short
Stories

Yizhar, S.

Midnight convoy &
other stories

Shayarah shel
hatsot

Novel

Yizhar, S.

Preliminaries

Miqdamot

Nicholas de
Lange

82

Place of
publication

Year

Paris

2007

Milford,
Conn.

2007

Author House Milton Keynes

2007

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2007

Toby

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2007

1st edition or reprint

This translation originally
published: New York:
Grove, 1989

2nd rev. ed.

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Poetry

Bar-Yosef, Hamutal

Night, morning :
selected poems of
Hamutal Bar-Yosef

Novel

Brenner, Joseph
Hayyim

Out of the depths

Category

Short
Stories

Brenner, Joseph
Hayyim

Out of depths & other
stories

Novel

Guttfreund, Amir

The world a moment
later

Novel

Kaniuk, Yoram

Adam resurrected

Novel

Katzir, Judith

Dearest Anne : a tale
of impossible love

Original title

Translator

Rachel Tzvia
Back

Min ha-metsar

David
Patterson

Publisher

Seymore
Simckes

Dalya Bilu

83

Year

SheepMeadow
; London : Riverdale-onEurospan Hudson, N.Y.
[distributor]

2008

New Milford,
Conn.

2008

Milford,
Conn.

2008

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2008

Atlantic

London

2008

Toby

David
Patterson,
Toby ;
Ezra
Godalming :
Spicehandler,
Melia
Hillel Halkin
[distributor]
& David
Shimoni
HaOlam, ktsat
Jessica Cohen
achar kach

Place of
publication

Feminist
Press at the
City
New York, NY c2008
University of
New York

1st edition or reprint

Boulder,
Colo.; Oxford: Westview,
1992

Category

Short
Stories

Novel

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Vintage

London

2008

London: Chatto & Windus,
2007

Toby

New Milford,
Conn. ;
London

2008

2006

Toby ;
Godalming : New Milford,
Hillel Halkin
Melia
Conn.
[distributor]

2009

2008

Michael Taub

Samuel
French

New York ;
London

c2009

Miriam
Shlesinger

Chatto &
Windus

London

2009

Keret, Etgar

Missing Kissinger

Miriam
Shlesinger
and Sondra
Silverston

Sabato, Hayim

The dawning of the day
: a Jerusalem tale

Yaacob
Dweck

Novel

Agnon, Shmuel Yosef

To this day

Drama

Hatsor, Ilan

Masked : an Israeli play
about three Palestinian
brothers

Novel

Keret, Etgar

Kneller's happy
campers

Novel

Lapid, Shulamit

Valley of strength

Philip
Simpson

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2009

Novel

Leshem, Ron

Beaufort

Evan
Fallenberg

Vintage

London

2009

Kaitanah shel
Kneler

84

London : Harvill Secker,
2008

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Original title

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

1st edition or reprint

Fiction

Nevo, Eshkol

Homesick

Arbaa batim
ve-gaagua

Sondra
Silverston

Vintage

London

2009

London: Chatto & Windus,
2008

Fiction

Qashu, Sayed

Let it be morning
[large print]

Miriam
Shlesinger

Ulverscroft

Leicester

2009

Poetry

Ravikovitch, Dalia

Hovering at a low
altitude : the collected
poetry of Dahlia
Ravikovitch

New York

c2009

Novel

Amir, Eli

The dove flyer

Hillel Halkin

London

2010

Novel

Frank-Mitrani, Rina

Every home needs a
balcony

Ora
Cummings

Fourth Estate

London

2010

New York : Harper ;
Enfield : Publishers Group
UK [distributor], 2010

Novel

Grossman, David

The book of intimate Sefer Hadikduk
grammar
Haprimi

Betsy
Rosenberg

Vintage

London

2010

London: Jonathan Cape,
1994
London : Picador, 1995

Chana Bloch
and Chana W.W. Norton
Kronfeld

85

Halban
Publishers

Category

Novel

Author
surname, name

Grossman, David

Title in translation

See under: love

Original title

'Ayen 'erekh
ahavah

Translator

Betsy
Rosenberg

Publisher

Vintage
Classic

Place of
publication

London

Year

1st edition or reprint

2010

London: Jonathan Cape,
1990, c1989
London : Pan in
association with Cape,
1991
London : Vintage, 1999
New York : Farrar, Straus,
Giroux, 1990
London: Cape, 1991
London: Picador, 1992

Betsy
Rosenberg

Vintage

London

2010

Jessica Cohen

Jonathan
Cape

London

2010

New York

2010

London

2010

Novel

Grossman, David

The smile of the lamb Hiyukh ha-gedi

Novel

Grossman, David

To the end of the land

Novel

Hedaya, Yael

Eden

Novel

Hilu, Alon

The house of Rajani

Poetry

Miriam, Rivka

These mountains :
selected poems of
Rivka Miriam

Linda Stern
Zisquit

Toby

New Milford,
Conn.

2010

Novel

Nevo, Eshkol

World Cup wishes

Sondra
Silverston

Chatto &
Windus

London

2010

Novel

Oz, Amos

Rhyming life and death

Nicholas De
Lange

Vintage

London

2010

Jessica Cohen Metropolitan
Ahuzat Dag'ani

Evan
Harvill Secker
Fallenberg

86

London: Chatto & Windus,
2009

Category

Author
surname, name

Title in translation

Translator

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year

Juvenile

Oz, Amos

Suddenly in the depths
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